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POLMCAI COMMITTEE, CPUSA

The Time Is Now!*

Men frorn hell are clouding the heavens over the cities and villages
of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. With the fllick of a bombar-
diert ffnger, a switch is thrown and 80 tons of screaming death
plunges eartlward from the belly of each winged monster. . . .

The renewal on a massively increased scale of the air war of destruc-
tion against the Democratic Republic of Vietnam is the wilful decision
of Richard Nixon. . . .

The deatl and dread which Nixon's bombers rain over Vietnam is
the wanton destruction of the vengeance of a loser. The Washington
aggressors' design for snaring a win from the ashes of defeat-the
Nixon scheme of 'Vietnamization," of "we supply the guns, they supply
the bodies" lies in tatters.

The puppet forces of the shameless Saigon regime of Thieu fall back
before the advancing liberation forces of the Vietnam patriots. Every-
where the tyrants and occupiers are experiencing the wrath of a peo-
ple rising for freedom.

The consciences of the peoples of the world have judged the venge-
ful burnings and killings of the retreating HitlerJike armies as crimes

against humanity. The world's peoples will not forgive nor will history
absolve our nation from the historic condemnation and shame that
befell Germany unless our people impose their will upon the Govern-
ment to stop the aerial slaughter NOW and withdraw all U.S. armed
forces from Vietnam and all of the Indochina.

The concerted action of millions is called for to straight-iacket the
war-expansion maniacs and bring an end to the criminal war of
destruction against Vietnam.

Now is the time for all who have voiced a wish for peace to
undertake activity to stop the war.

Now is the timo for working men and women, for trade union
members and leaders to take action against the new dangerous es-
calation of the war.

Noto is tha tinxe for Black Americans to forward the demand that
this freedom-destroying war end now.

Noro is the tima for youth and students to come forth to claim a
future for themselves by an end to the war.

(Continueil on page t7)

abridged text of an appeal issued on April 17, 1972.

t

*The following is an



DANIET RUBIN

The TPUSA in the Lg77 Electinns

I This is an election year full of surprises for bourgeois election com-

lmentators. Indeed, even Marxist-L^eninists have to be careful not
GOOD ftrnerely to project the past into these elections and treat them as simply

fotfff lmore of the same.
There have already been many big new developments and turns

of events, and we can expect many more. While it appeared that Nix-
on planned to come before the electorate in November as the man

who- is steadily getting us out of vietnam and who went to Peking

u$nn?;*#,'T;JJ:"'m:l;il':i:"f :H,,[Ti"ill#-ild"xf siiilE
affii":H*:Tll",:":;#l#'Hii:#$.*:"3,"Jffi fl 'T'Iiffl#.'j
G{CD'[D rnatter what Nixon tries now, he cannot aPPear as winding down

eft f# the war. This brutal aggression and its meaning for the masses of

SfUgft; people of our country will dominate the elections unless Nixon is
-Til. 

compelled to accept the 7-point peace plan of the Provisional Revolu-

tionary Government prior to election day.
The bourgeois theory on how to win elections in the u.S. had been

to appeal to the middle of the political spectrum, and therefore not
to tife strong positions in any direction. But now all candidates

claim to be "populists," champions of the interests oj the little peo-

ple, of the worters and the middle class against- the wealthy, the
inonopolies and the powerful. Senator Edmund Muskie-, who apparent-

ly had the Democritic nomination sewed up on the b,asis of the old
type of campaign, avoiding strong positions, and depending on the
party machinery is rapidly fading. Senator George MoGovern, who
ivas-thought to appeaf only to middle strata*youth in particular-on
the peacJ issue, won the largerst vote among white workers in Wis'
consin and elsewhere by linking the war with taxes and infation.

wallace has attracted sizeable votes from workers and middle
strata in the North by hiding his anti-labor, pro;big business and

pro-war record while demogogically attacking 
-the 

millionaires on the
iax question, by claiming to have opposed the war all along as a

mistake, and by toning down his racism.
Having believed their own years-long propaganda that the Com-

munist Party is dead, the mass media have expressed great surprise

and concern about the response to the Communist Partyt effort to
place its candidates on the ballot in 25-30 states. Especially surprising

2
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to thern was the cqllec$oLofllJWg $s in 21 days p ksglgb, o;roo 'iffil and si*ii"rltf,iffi
ments.

A Neus Period

While no one has a crystal ball to foresee fully the outcome of these
and other rapidly unfolding and qualitatively new developments, the
20th Convention of the Communist Party, USA and the report of
Comrade Gus Hall, its general secretary and presidential candidate,
give the key to understanding them. There is a new situation in the
world, new shifts in the balance of world forces. The old position of
U.S. imperialism in the world is coming apart at the seams and a
new basis for stabilizing the situation is being sought. The economic
position of U.S. state monopoly capitalism is much weakened. This
is refected in the long-term stagnation in the U.S. economy in the
middle of the Vietnam war in which upturns do not take hold and
massive unemployment continues.

Another maior domestic feature is the tremendous changes in the
thinking of the mass of p,eople in the last couple of years. No irlpol-

MEvery section tends to oppose these policies
at least one maior area, What began among students, white and

?

iril
tl

Black, in 1960, and spread to the whole of the Black population, and
then to wide sections of middle strata in relation the Vietnam war,
has also spread to the Chicano, Puerto Rican, Indian, Asian peoples,
to women, small farmers and now in a new big way to the white
workers. Since August 15, 1971, when Nixon launched his "New
Economic Program" and the wage freeze, there has been a pro-
nounced build-up of sentiment among workers that Nixon favors the
monopolies and is lowering their standard of living. So strong did
this sentiment become that Meany and the other labor leaders were
forced off the Pay Board.

With such understanding of the period in which we live, a period
in which the progressive forces of the world-the socialist countries,
the national liberation movement and the working-class and progres-
sive movement of the developed capitalist countries-have already
become dominant in the world, the events enumerated are by no
means surprising. Comrade Henry Winston, national chairman of
the Communist Party, said at the November 1971 National Committee
meeting that all progressive struggles and movements would be re-
fected in the 1972 elections and that if these movements wanted to
have real impact they would have to seek expression in this arena
of struggle. The rapidity with which this has oocurred follows from

i
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such an assesment of the perid in which we live.
As never before strongi clear voices are required _to speak to the

people,s real needs and, ai never before, masses of workers, 1he special-

iy lppt"tt"d peoples and other grouPs are ready-to respond' The

ft4"ri.i" type if iampaign canroi defeat Nixon. This gives 
-special

emphasis'io the Conimuirist Party candidacy of Gus Hall and ]arvis
Tyner for president and vice president and to local Communist

candidaciesi and shows why these must be pressed to the limit Thd

stronger the Communist campaign an{ vote and the more real issues

are b"rought forward, the griatJr will be the shift of the electoral

debate tI the Left and the -ore will unity be built against the

reactionary drive.
There are several conclusions that emerge from Our assessment of

the present period. One is that U.S. imperialism_can be compelled to
retr6at, both^ because of its ovrn relatively weaker position and be-

"".rr" 
ih" people's forces are much more willing and able to struggle fo_r

their real 
-needs. 

Another is that acts of desperation by U.S. imperial-

ism, trying to escape its growing crisis and restore a stability to its
liking, become a serious danger.

In-Viebnam, we see acts of desperation to stave ofi defeat. Most of
the fleet and air force from around the world has been speeded to

Vietnam, many of their units carrying nuclear weapons. Over 60,000

additional naval and airforce personnel have been sent there. B-52's

are bombing Hanoi and Haipfiong, th9 latter a port constantly fflled

with ships irom the Soviet Union and many other countries. In his

desperation to prevent a people's d9tory in South Vietnam, Cambodia

"rrd 
Lror, Nixdn is most seribusly threatening the peace of the whole

world.

The Neu Escalation in Yietnam

The attempt of Nixo,n to continue the U.S. nrle of Viebram throu.g!

the Thieu puppet clique on the basis of withdrawal o{ U.S. grouhd

troops and-the racist 
-'Vietnamization' of the war, with Vietnamese

killing Vii:tnamese for U.S. imperialism, was bound to run into a

crisis]The anti-popular puppet troops were bound to prove unreliable

and no match for the popular National Liberation Front forces. Nixon

lnerv the PRG would not hold back indeffnitely in the hope that he

was serious about getting out of vietnam. Nixon ffrst re_iected the 7-

point plan and puf forward a phony plan anyone could see.was in-
iended to guarintee that Thieu stayed in power, a plan that was

bound to b6 reiected. He then broke ofi the Paris negotiations. When

the Vietnamese replied to this open reiection of a serious approach

to ending the aggiession with a people's liberation offensive, Nixon
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responded with criminal acts of desperation. But he got more
than he bargained for in South Vietnam, and the puppet forces proved
even more unreliable than expected.

There are two possible explanations for Nixon's moves. One is that
he wanted to face the military and political offensive of the PRG now
rather than on the eve of the elections, in the belief that U.S. ffre-
power could contain the ofiensive and assure that the period just be-
fore November B would be relatively quiet and would again appear
as a steady winding down of the war. But given Nixon's history and
the factors giving rise to desperate acts to solve crises, there is also
the danger of his seeking to win the elections by maior escalation
planned to continue past election day with a jingoistic appeal not to
change presidents in the middle of a major war crisis.

Regardless of Nixon's motives, however, the Left and the peace

activists have to overcome those factors holding them back from
mobilizing ttre kind of rebuff to Nixon's actions which the moment
demands and which is possible. These factors include:

1. Becoming inured to the ffghting in Vietnam and failing to see

trlris is a very special moment-a maior U.S. crisis of the war in the
middle of a national election, and one which tlreatens world peace.

2. Pessimism as to whether masses of workers, Black people and
others can be mobilized to act against the war.

3. Sectarianism of various kinds, including the provision of only
narrow forms of expression for the masses.

In supporting the bombing and escalation, George Wallace, Senator lf
Henry ]ackson and Hubert Humphrey reveal that their recently f $

discovered opposition to the war is completely phony and that theyl{
pursue the same policy on the war as does Nixon. The peace forces
must dog their campaign trails with their protests. Ttre trip of Gus
Hall and ]arvis Tyner to the Democratic Republic of Vietnam during
the height of the bombardment gives an added ability to reach mil-
lions of people and mobilize them in the election campaign to compel
a total end of the aggression.

S$ipS,,tb-e._Qgglqqqr,or iq o.bjgc!.yely the most important igpgg."lg I
the elections. It is the key to the direction in which the country will I

ffiil ;illl questions. iontinuation of the war guarantees that the !
reactionary drive will continue on all fronts-the drive against labor
and the standard of living of the working people, toward increased 7
racism and repression, and so on. No matter how Nixon tries to 

o

maneuver, the latest developments assure that ending the war will in
fact be tlle major issue in the elections and Nixon will no longer be i
able to come before the electorate pretending to be a man of peace,
steadily winding the war down. There will be no way to return tO i
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the period of relatively slack military action of early March, unless

there is a serious approach to getting out.

Ditsifloe Tac'tics: The Use of Racism

A third conclusion from the new period is that imperialism will
increasingly attempt to divide the worldt progressive forces whfle

still usin[ other wiapons of struggle. This rifects its relative weak-

ness, its 
"clecreased ,Uitity to usJ more direct weapons successfully.

Its aim above all is to split as many forces as possible away from

close unity or alliance witfi the Soviet Union, the strongest world force

for sociai progress and against U.S. imp_erialism. Ev_ery kind..of lie
and provoiati[n from an/ direction-Right_ or "Lefti especially the

utilizition of the reactionary side of nationalism, is suitable to achieve

this purpose. The use of the Zionist movement of the world to p-roP-

agat; hes about conditions of Soviet Jews and to build support of fie
Iiaeli Mid-East aggression consftutes a -maior tool'
t Another is the N,iio nationalist,%lassless'thesis that the world strug-

lUrf-- he is between the'bne or two superpowers" and the rest of the
(Utll i"orld (including apparently such countries as imperialist Japan, West

,Germany and Eritain) led by China. In practice, the "one-supgr-
,power"'th"y oppote is the USSR, despite ever new efiorts by the

Soviets to improve relations on all levels.

Domestically we see the same strategyr the only way to win is

to divide the potentially united and progressive sectors of the popu-

lation. This is to be done by open government promotion of racism.

Nixon introduces legislation to prevent the carrying out of court

decisions on school busing, pursues his attack on welfare recipients

with thinly veiled racism and pushes tlee '1aw and order" issue in
the same vein.

Nixon aims to win most of the South and to divide workers and

the middle strata elsewhere with his policy. There is more or less

open collaboration with Geo_rge wallace, evident especially in jhe
fisconsin primar/, in which- tilrere was no Nixon campaign-_but

rather 
"rcoirug"*ent 

to sross over in the primaries to support Wal-
lace.," Humphrey in his campaign tries to appgal in bgth directions at the

same time on racism. When talking to white audiences he competes

"witrh wallace and Nixon as a racist, saying that their positions on

busing are iust repeats of his ovm. Yet at the same time_his carnpaign

is bas"ed on the assumption that his past ties with civil rights_ forces

will deliver the Black vote. In Florida and wisconsin the Black com-

munity did vote for him but he is extremely vulnerable because of

|:ig twg-faqed mQiqrq'
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But Muskie, after his racist expression of opposition to a Black
running mate, has pretty much written ofi attempting to gain support
in the Black community, and so far McGovern has taken a similar
position of staying away from the Black community. Thus, this re-
mains the weakest issue in the campaign, placing in the hands of
Nixon the free use of racism as his main weapon for victory. Without
a serious and genuine appeal to the Black community, it is doubtful
that Nixon ,can be beaten, since the Black community cannot be ex.
pected to bring out a big vote for the Dernocrats as such.

Shirley Chisholm's campaign, of course, has created meaningful
pressure in relation to racism and the question of full equality fo,r
women. But it did not win widespread endorsement by Black leader-
ship or by signiffcant white forces. At present it tends to be a cam-
paign aimed to get delegates in a small number of selected spots-
in large Black communities-in order to come to the Democratic Con-
vention witilr some bargaining power. Mrs. Chisholm no longer seems
to be seeking state-wide popular votes in primaries, but rather seems
to cooperate with white liberals like McGovern in state-wide primary
campaigns.

As a result of this picture, the biggest task in the elections is to
combat the racism of Nixon and Wallace, e{pose the racism of Hum-
phrey and press candidates like McGovem to campaign forthrightly
on this question. The campaign of Hall and Tyner is of special sig-
niftcance in pressing for better positions, especially Since this ticket
represents white and Black united in struggle against racism. llhe
Black Liberation Program of the Communist Part/, already distributed
in 130,000 copies, is forcefully projecting these issues.

Closely related to the issue of racism is the general question of
democratic rights as opposed to political repression. There are several
aspects of great importance. The trials of Aagela Davis and of Father
Philip Berrigan and the other Harrisburg peace defendants are test
cases for the Nixon administration in pursuit of its reactionary drive.
Defeat in these struggles will greatly encourage this drive against
the Black liberation movement and the peace movement, againit the
Black militants, against the Left in general and the Communist Party
in particular. On the other hand, a victory will be a great blow to tfire
reactionary drive and a blow to Nixont re-election hopes. The quqs-
tion of amnesty for Vietnam war objectors is a big issue, especially
among students. The consUtutional confrontation between a velry
reactionary executive branch and the legislative and iudicial branches
of government continually re-emerges in sharper form.

Nixort's election strategy also calls for taking the issue of the
economy out of the elections by claiming that infation is being
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'In general terms," said Comrade Hall, our aim is to expose and
defeat the reactionary candidates-to sharply criticize the liberal candi-
dates and to give support to the progressive independent candidates.
We will expose to defeat, we will criticize to strengthen and we will
support to elect." (lWd.)

brought under control while production is signiffcantly picking up'

But lou can not fool people who have to buy food-in the store every

*""( irrto believing flr*f irrflution is under control, or convince the

millions ,ro* ,r"*floyed or fearing that they will be next that every-

thing is ffne. Wide-stiata also feel the impact of-ev_er higher taxes.

As" indicated, most of the candidates have picked up the tax issue

strongly. McGovern is taking on the unemployment issue. But Hum-

phrey", Muskie, McGovern and Chistrrolm make only secondary criti-
-cisms 

against the so-called price-wage control prcgram. However in a
situatioi where mass worker rebellion against the wage freeze com-

pelled labor to quit the Pay Board, criticism of its ineq_uities while
iccepting the need for a wage fteeze is not good enough..This year

*orli"*r ivant to know who will really speak for tirem and their inter-

ests. All of the Democrats mentioned are claiming to speak for the

worker or at least the "unrepresented." But again, who better than

Gus Hall and Jarvis Tyner can speak for their fellow workers and

press the issues, including total opposition to any wage controls?

Our Coals

In the face of Nixon's strategic approach to the elections, and taking
into account trhe kind of period in which we live and the concrete

developments in the elections, the 2fth convention of the communist
Party approved the following goals of the 1972 elections, contained

in Comrade Hall's report:
First-they are to halt the present dangerous and reactionary

course of developments in the nation.
Second-to tuni the country toward an anti-monopoly course of

peace, economic security and a wider based democracy; to bring
^about the crystallization of a broad peoplet coali-tjon, of the
anti-monopoly, anti-war, anti-racist anfr-faicist, pro-labor forces

in the United States.
Third-to force an end to the U.S. aggression in Indochina before

the elections-or if not, then to force tf,e setting of a ffnal date.

Fourth-to bring about the defeat _of the -most reactionary a-nti-

labor, racist, pro-ivar candidates, and the- elgctiol- of independent
candidates-ttie election of workers, Blacks, Chicanos, Puerto
Ricans, women, youth, poor farmers; of progressive, Left and Com-
munist candidates in their Place.

! fifttr-to give the people an opportunity to hear, read and see
:r where the eommunist Party stands on the issues.

And sixth-to get the largest possible vote for the Communist
candidates as tlie strongest, the longest lasting, most meaniqgful
protest against the reactionary policies of monopoly capitalism.

\Capttattfrn on the Skid* to-OSlioion, New Outlook Publishers,
New York, 1V12,P.47,)

Grousth of Political Independence

Expression of political independence from the establishment in *"1 3P 
.

Repriblican "rd D"*ocratic- parties and of independence fro*! Ji V
,dfr"r"r"" to these two parties'of monopoly is alreaiy massive ,"d' BFI
growing rapidly and takes many forms. Those groups which expressi
themselves as already deffnitely outside these parties are veryl
limited, centering mainly around the New People's Party and Dr.i
Benjamin Spock s candidacy. But with so many rapid turns in events,
with the grave new danger to world peace from Nixon's adventurist
course in Indochina, and with the demand of masses for strong
alternatives, there could be a rapid turn even on this question, de-
pending on what candidates are nominated by the Democratic Party
and how they move.

Among the many forms that are not yet completely outside the
monopoly parties are the Black Congressional Caucus and the Black
Political Convention. These are pressing on issues and are active
especially in relation to local candidates and the ffght to increase,
substantially, Black represenation in Congress. There are similar
carrcus developments and much independence around local candidates
in the Chicano community including in this case the La Raza Unida
Part/, which is outside the monopoly parties and in places is seriously
contending for election. The Women's Political Caucus is playing a
big role. Large numbers of youth are expressing their independence
at the polls, in the tens of thousands, mainly students, wfrro have
become Mccovern campaign workers, and in the more independent
voting of young workers as compared to their parents. There is also
independent development among Puerto Ricans. In the ranks of
labor, there are the committees for McGovern which crhallenge the top
labor officialdom, who strongly oppose McGovern and support Hum-
phrey, Jackson or to a lesser extent Muskie. Those, too, are a form of
independent expression. This is true even though McGovern is sup-
ported by some of the more realistic monopoly circles as well as by
anti-monopoly middle strata.

There are many candidacies in local and congressional races chal-
lenging reactionary and machine candidates. The possibility exish
of ircreasing signiffcantly the liberal bloc in Congress and even adding
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to the few more radical voices in Congress. These are signs of growing

independence.

The Communi'st PafiY CamPaign

The Communist Party in launching its own campaign !a1 ha{.to
combat a number of *rong views inflirencing circle-s around it and its

rown membership. Some fit that the ,"rporri" to the Party would be

lso small and insigniffcant that the campaign was not worth the effort'
'being a very uniriportant way of infrrencing the total electoral process.

, A Communist caripaign, it was said, would not create much pressure

on issues no, pushihJpohtical spectrum to the Left. Given the Party's

limited forcesl they shiuld not be expended in this way. Rather they

should b" ,red to build up the 
""*prigm 

of more advanced national

and local liberal and progressive candidates, including pressing-th:m

tfrom within to speak mo're forthrightly. Others tended to feel that

fut""torut activityitoUa be a minoip"it of Co*-unist activity, that
*,it it t"""f, less important than deveioping local struggles on..bre,ad-

fand,butter issues,'especially since bour[eois candidates will "say

anything to win." T,heie weie also those, who _argued 
that Communist

""rrdidrl"r 
would weaken more liberal candidates and draw votes

from them, and fius help to elect reactionaries'

These views still have influence but there has been a big shift in

attitude. The experiences of collecting signatures in Pennsylvania and

Alabama did much to achieve the change'

Many more signatures than the number necessary_for ballot status

have aiready be"en collected in Alabama, Arizona, Iowa, Kentucky,

Michigan, Iriew Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania and- Utah' Signatq":-3t"
beins"collected in another ?fi-25 states. In several of these, like Califor-

-- l"ir, ?"*ur, and Florida, the signature requirements are s9 hlCh tha!

-# i the obiectirre will be to collect enough for-a challenge of the law, and
(f4*6to brriia ,p to an even bigger signature efiort next time'

.-&"c+t 
-t" 

r"t'id gro*th of ir,'J"p"t-ilent tendencies, the demand for real

L$ffiO At"rt "Utit 
aid not iust some more election-time rhetoric, have all

- 1i;t been experienced in the Communist Party signature collections. One in-q 
io,r, o, ^fflre p"ople approached says he oi shi is _registered 

to vote and

is willing to^sig'n. ffrir ir as true in Arizona and Utah as in Philadel-

phia, DJtroit o"r Cleveland. In Birmingham, -in 
the Black community,

-th" 

"r"r*g" 
is much better, while in the white community it is not

quite as [ood. This indicates that if there were enolgh signature

dolectors,-about one-fffth of the adult population of the United States

would sign such Petitions.
Most Jign beca-use they believe it is in the interests of demoiracy

to give people an opportu;ity to vote for communists. Quite a few who

do not sign say they are for the right of the Party to be on the ballot
but they are fearful of signing because they hold government jobs,
tIo"S! many government workers do sign. A very lirge number say
tfrey do not agree with the Communists on many tliings, but they
think Communists in the campaign will give the usual politicians some
real competition and may compel them to stop talking and do some-

IITS fo, working people. Another smaller bui signiffcant group says,
"Where have you been? We've missed you in the last numbei of !ears."
Or they say that they are looking for a radical alternative and are
seriously interested in the Communist Party and its program.

When those approached are told the candidates are both workers
and are shown their pictures, showing they are white and Black, older
a_nd younger, the response is warm. Many respond warmly when told
the petition is for the Party of Angela Davis.

-fn- South Philadelphia among the big Italian population, nearly
all of whom voted for the racist Right-winger and former police chiei,
Rizzo, who is now mayor, many of the same people signed the Com-
munist petition. The ratio of signers to those approiched was not
signiffcantly different than elsewhere.

fn those places where large numbers of signatures were sought in
a limited area during a short period of time, requiring a real campaign
atmosphere, two major developments occurred. Overnight the-rela-h
tjg!*p-gf_+_e-_Qoqpunist Party to the masses of pEflif,-to all molg--trF
ments of social-srtuggle and to the Left changed qualitatiygly_ Whur"lfi
56[6E"ilre local exliience of the Communist"paiy was kfi^ ooly"
to a handful, virtually everyone has personally met and judged a

!o13u1i1t leeking a signature for ballot status. ln fhilldeiphia,
80,000 of 120-150,000 people approached signed. Hardly a family did
not have at least one member who was talked to by a petitioner. This

egf +*"$qtlttgtf !*BgT-tI 3. m a ss. p oliti cal f o-rce 
- eq -aU " issqg:I5

frl",f gg^eglillclali;f ffiiioiioiy and bv"ifoiieffiiiiol ;d;re.- The second result, Iargely related to the ffrst, is that the Communist
Party organization in sueh an area becomes internally a different kind
of organization. Its membership is politically renewed, seeing con-
cretely the validity of what theory has taught about Communists
moving masses and masses being willing to respond. Thousands of
contacts are made for every kind of pu{pose, from membership in the
Communist Party or Young Workers Liberation League and-reader-
ship of the Daily World to activity on mass issues.

such experience demonstrates in life that for the time and personnel f l
employed there are no other activities that are more productive infl!
terms of results on all levels of the objectives for piogressives in [1
the 1972 elections. It contributes greatly to achieving 
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The Fiqht Against Hacism and the

Angela Ilavis [ampaign*
As this article is being written, the trial of Comrade Angela Davis

is just getting under way. As of now there are only two predictables:
(f) The prosecution will do all in its power to push through its
frameup of Angela. (2) Only a massive defense movement can
free her.

The movement to free Comrade Angela Davis has already proved
to be one of the most remarkable in the history of this country-in
many respects, in fact, already the most outstanding. And now the
Communist Party is accelerating its all-out effort in the ftght to defeat
this Nixon-Reagan frameup-to build a movement so powerful that
Angela can quickly take her place in the vanguard of the ffght
against reaction instead of being made its victim.

One of the most basic factors in building a movement to free
Angela and all political prisoners-rnd to prevent the escalation of
new frameups-is consistency in mass struggle. And achieving this
requires ffmt of all the consistency of Communists.

We, as Communists, must take full advantage of every aspect of
the spontaneity that occurs in the struggle. But we cannot allow our-
selves to be slowed down during those periods when spontaneity is
at a low point. Our own work should not ebb and flow according
to the momentary moods of the movement-which is greatly influenced
by media attention, trial developments and other factors. The con-
sistent work of Communists is the basis for encouraging others to
do the maximum*in otler words, for making the most of periods
of mass spontaneity and for continuing to build the movement even
rvhen spontaneity temporarily declines.

However, in some areas of the struggle to free Angela and all
political prisoners, this has not been the case. In some instances,
activities and committees have been like a thermometer reflecting the
ups and downs of the mass movement.

This degree of fuctuation cannot be accounted for simply by
the ebb and flow of the mass movement. In too many instances,
comrades have directly refected these ups and downs in their own
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forces to defeat the reactionary drive and open up the path of demo-

cratic advance. It contributes greatly in developing Pressure on the
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pushing the mass de"bate io the Left.-It helps create inde-

purd"rr"" from thE parties of moncpoly and it builds the influence of

ifr" i"ft ""d 
of the Communist Party and its membership'--ft" 

"*p"rience 
of the candidates in sp-eaking !9 milliols..through

the *uss iredia is the same. N{asses are willing to_listen and it,creates

; p.;ssure on other levels of the campa.ign'.""t"1'* "i1J1*T:
Tvner are necessary voices for peace, against racism' tor the economrc

;J;; ; .h" *"rr.Jrr, for demicratic rlghts and against reaction and

*oropoly io gerr"rai. Without this find of pressure the liberals

will tend to retreat uncler pressure from the Right'-In a number of

areas, Communists are *rriirrg for office locally' So far' these,include

a full slate in Illinois, Willia# Taylor for Los Angeles-school-Board'

Bd*rrd Texeira for State Assernbly in Boston, and Anthony Monteiro

who is a serious candidate, not just a minority-pr-otest candidate' for

;;;g;; i" tf," third district of Philadelphia. edditional candidates

are &pected in New York, Michigan, Minnesota and elsewhere'

There are many methods the ,iling class and their_ politicians have

d";i;;J to deny"ballot status even-when the usually undemocratic

signature requiiements are met. Mass and legal shuggles. are now

Eoing on against some 29 anti-Communist laws denying ballot status,

;;; "rh;;" f, real possibility of victory. In some states filing fees are

profriUitiu" and in^others there are all kinds of technical requirements
'arorrrrd the petitions or around establishing 1 "".* political party'

Some states 
^permit only notaries to c-ollect signatures' And so on'

Then there isihe last resort of scoundrels, such as declaring sig:tahrres

oi-"aar"rr", illegible. Thus, completion of the signature goal ln 25-80

states will not assure ballot status in all these states. But the

ioiri 
""*prign, 

iuclucling the securing of several hundred thousand

,ig""t"r", wf,iie talkinglo orr" to two million p_eople.creates great

-7r. pr"rr,rre against tfe use of such methods to deny the democratic

right to the ballot'- "Witf, such a change in the Communist Party's participation in the

lg72 elections it is iot surprising that bourgeois commentators ffnd

one of the notable developirents-of these elections the emergence of

theCommunistPartyasa;lgriffcantcontenderforpoliticaloffice
across the country. It'also ffi re-esiablishment of

a Communist Party with a mass membership and an even greater mass

following. * The writer is a white comrade active in the defense movement.
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work. Such comrades are infuenced by others in the wrong way:

that is, they allow themselves to be afiected by incorrect ideas in
the mass movement, while all too often ignoring the good ones.

P e r s orwl- O r P olit ic al?

In one area, a neighborhood Committee to Free Angela Davis

carried out a number of successful activities during a period of mass

spontaneity. When spontaneity temporarily declined, not only did
activities decrease (which is understandable to an extent) but some

of the Party members involved-all of whom are white*either sharply

curtailed their work or left the Committee altogether.
Each of these comrades had a persorwl reason for this cutback or

cessation of activities. But since all of these comrades were simal-

taneutslg affected by personal reasons, it's clear that what was in-
volved was not purely personal but poktical' What are the underlying
political reasons that account for the inconsistency in the work of
such comrades in the defense movement?

When the initial high point of activity after the arest of Comrade
Angela was followed a number of months later by a lag, some com-

rades (particularly those involved for the ffrst time in a prolonged

defense struggle) felt that, despite all the good work done, the
movement had declined rather than progressed. They were, of
course, wrong in this estimate; no mass movement proceeds along
an unbroken path of visible forward motion. (At this writing, activi-
ties to free Comrade Angela are, in fact, already headed in the direc-
tion of a new peak.)

However, during periods when it is more difficult to organize mass

activities, some comrades reveal a certain reluctance to do so' And
frequently the same comrades who reveal this conservatism in action,
a Rightist tendency, are influenced in thought by the Leftist tendencies
that have been present in the movement, and which Comrade Henry
Winston anlayzed in The Meaning of San Rafael (New Outlook Pub'
lishers, New York, 1971. )

Finally, and of utmost importance, is the effect of white chauvinism
on the struggle to free Comrade Angela.

Tuo Forms Of Clruninism

White chauvinism in the movement takes its most extreme form
among those who resist participation in the ffght to free Angela.
But some white comrades involved in the defense of Angela Davis
draw a 'strange conclusion from this. According to their view, a

comrade involved in this struggle is thereby free of chauvinism, or
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else its effects are so negligible as to be hardly worth mentioning.
If this subiect is mentioned, some of these comrades make strenuous
efforts to reroute the discussion to those who are nol involved in the
campaign.

By all means, let us discuss why some comrades are not making
the contribution they could or should to free Angela. But for comrades
in this work to feel that their participation-or even their presence-
is suficient is a severe form of arrogance. They are saying, in effect,
that Black people will recognize them as revolutionary allies simply
because they are there.

Comrades affected by such attitudes do not fully see that the
struggle to free Comrade Angela is at the center of the ffght in this
country against the threat of fascism and for democracy, that it is
a life-and-death struggle for Angela and for the masses of people-
Black, Brown, Yellow, Red and white.

These comrades are not really aware that they oan begin to fulffll
their revolutionary role only when they ffght the influences of white
chauvinism in themselves and in the movement, and when their own
work is primarily aimed at bringing white masses into the struggle
to free Angela.

'Her Fight Is My Fight" is not iust a slogan. And comrades who
realize the proportions of this battle will want to go into it fully
prepared, that is, ready to ffght white chauvinism rather than allow-
ing themselves to be burdened down by it.

Blnck andWhite in the Committees

The scope of activities to free Comrade Angela by many types of
organizations in the Black community has been tremendous. At the
same time, the Committees to Free Angela Davis-which play a lead-
ing role in and out of Black communities-are bringing together Black,
Brown and white forces, Party and non-Party. And in many many
instances, people who join a Committee to Free Angela Davis go
on to ioin the Party.

In some cases, however, results have not been so positive. In the
neighborhood Committee to Free Angela Davis mentioned earlier,
for example, a substantial number of Black non-Party activists were
drawn into the work. 'Then, one by one they dropped away, until
at one point only one Black person participated on a consistent basis.

As noted earlier all of the Party members in this Committee are
white, and when a Party discussio'n of the problems in the work was
held, some of them refused to acknowledge any connection between
white chauvinism and the departure of the Black activists. In fact,
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these comrades maintained that this could not be the reason sinee

non-Party whites had also left the Committeel
But white chauvinism leads to the loss of white as well as Black

activists. When Black people, repelled by chauvinism, leave a com-

mittee, much of the leaderihip qualities, the ideas and the militance,

goes with them. In such an atmosphere, whites also leave. Those

irhit" 
"o*rades 

who remain tend to feel isolated, demoralized, and

thus to become less active. ,

"Raise Their Resistance and lmmunity"

ln Raci^sm: The Natiotis Most Dangetous Pollutant, Gus Hall
statesl

. . . We have made some signiffcant beginnings in the recruitment
of Black vouth into the Par&. . . . They are coming into the Party
partly #"*or" of our higlier standards in the slruggle against
iacisin. They are coming -in because of our theoretical, political
and tactical concepts.

But Communist^ standards of years back are not high enough
for todav. These vounq people are coming in expecting Communist
standards that m'eet tfie levet of the moiements and the struggles

of the '70s. (New Outlook Publishers, New York, 1971, p. 12')

But simply because higher standards are-required today-it does

not follow-that they will appear spontaneously. ('Ihere is little spon-

taneity in the ftght against-whit" chauvinism. ) This is why comrade

Hall goes on to saY:

We also have many new white youth coming into the Party'
Thev. too. are the best activists, but they also need the Party's

ideo'loeicai concepts. It is necessary quiclily to raise their unddr-

standifig of racislm. It is necessarj, to raiie their resistance and

immunily to this enemy ideology. (Ibid.)

In many instances, the approach Comrade Hall outlines has already

brought impressive returni.- Through the efiorts of the Party collec-

tive, "the uiderstanding of many young comlades is being quickly

raised. As a result, these comrades are seriously beginning to struggle

against white chauvinism in themselves and in the movement, while

,ilm.rltarr"o,rsly working to draw whites beyond the movement into

the struggle against racism.
At thJ-samJtime, it is possible to underestimate the diffieulties in

this phase of the struggle against white chauvinism. For instance,

todai there is in generif a far greater awareness of the Black libera-

tion itruggle, ancithis holds especially true in the movement. There-
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fore, some comrades may have drawn the conclusion that white
youth now enter the Party less deeply afiected by chauvinism than
in the past.

But this is a many-faceted question. While the influence of the
Black liberation movement is iow much broader and deeper, the
propagation of racism in all forms has been greatly intensiffed by
fie ruling class. And radical youth are not immune to this.

In addition, many white youth have joined the Party as a result of
the student struggles. They have rejected the 'tolutions" ofiered by
the New Left in favor of the Mancist-Leninist course advanced by
the Communist Party. Nevertheless, some traces of New Left "super-
revolutionism" are difficult to overcome.

In the New Left there was no serious struggle against white chauv-
inism. In fact, self-criticism, which is at the core of this struggle, was
totally lacking in the student movement.

Further, sections of the New Left did not view mass struggle as the
way to social change. Quite the contrary: many New Left radicals con-
sidered the masses the obstacle to progress, Since t.he masses were the
barrier to and not the makers of the revolution (which would be
taken care of by an "elite"), it logically followed that white radicals
need accept no special responsibility for winning the white masses to
the struggle against racism. Instead, white radicals could best fulffll
their role by denouncing the 'hopeless" white masses, and in particular
the 'hopeless" white workers, in a 'tuper-militant" manner.

But rhetoric cannot substifute for struggle, and 'tuper-revolution-
ary" rhetoric is an obstacle to it. By rejecting even the possirbility of
winning whites to the shuggle against racism, New Left 'theoreti-
cians" abandoned the ffght for Black-white unity, and mass struggle
itself.

In the P^4, young comrades discover an atmosphere entirely difier-
ent from that which they had experienced in the New Left. Racism is
analyzed, not denounced in the abstract. Speciffc struggles against it,
requiring activity, are planned and carried out.

In addition, new comrades must soon face up to the fact that the
influences of white chauvinism affect not only others but themselves.
It is difficult to accept this, but for a Communist, it is a basic starting
point in the struggle against racism.

The Seeds Of Somahing Positioe

Very often comrades react to an allegation of chauvinism with re-
sistance, shock, or even complete rejection of the possibility that they
themselves might show traces of this poison. It isn't easy to recognize
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-let alone acknowleclge-traces of "the nation's most dangerous pol-

lutant" in one's own self.
While this initial reaction may aPpear totally negative, it uually

contains the seeds of something potitiu", by the very strength of

their emotion-resistance, shockjc&nrades unconsciously reveal that,

on a very deep level, they recognize the seriousness of what is in-

volved, tirat raiism is inrlee,l thJgreatest deterrent to the revolution-

ary Process.'Tie 
seriousness a comrade attaches to a charge of chauvinism is

actually converted into something positive when the comrade opely
,r"ogrir", the chauvinism in hii or her own actions' This is what

should happen when the allegation-of ehauvinism is an accurate one,

and if it is' clearly and carelully discussed with the comrade. This

ir 
"ff 

prrt of the pro"ur, ;by w-hich white comrades learn to take the

lead in the struggle against white chauvinism.
However, it sf,[dd Le kept in mind that comrades are not always

able to recognize the chauviinism in their actions after it is initially

callecl to the-ir attention. No comrade is deliberately chauvinist, and

patient explanation may be required before the comrade understands

ihe racist^influences reflected in his or her behavior'
There are some comrades who seem to be more interested in pre-

serving their "image" than in overcoming .chauvinism.. 
These few

"r*r"f,", 
do not seim particularly rrpset by the harm their chauvinist

actions have caused; in fact, they do not become upset so long as

they can convince others that what they have done is not serious, or

tt ri tU"y couldn't be expected to know any better. Sometimes such

co*r"des can become vdry upset indeed, but it is not at lhe foct of

chauvinism on their part; it iJ ody when they feel that this behavior

may have harmed their "image."

fle party collective must riake every-effort to penetrate this deep-

seated resiitance and raise the level of 
-their 

understanding. But these

comrades should not be permitted to hold back the struggle against

*hit" 
"hrrrvinism 

iby thi intensity of their own resistance, which

may reveal itself in a variety of forms.

A Pattern Of Rocist StereotYPes

In certain defense committees, the white members may include both

Party and non-Party people, rvhile none of the Black people are in

the 'party. This situation, which creates many- special problems, can

be correct"d, of course, where there is a struggle against white chauv-

inism and Black activists are recrrrited into the Party'

Black and white unity will be aehieved in mass work only to the
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extent that white comrades take the lead in ffghting against chauvin-
iry. tf this ffght is not made, white Communists will be indistinguish-
ahle from white non-Communists. Only if Black and Brown people
see individual whites struggling against chauvinism can they make a
distinction, instead of being forced to the conclusion thai "all the
whites are alike."

When white Communists do not struggle against chauvinism in
mass work, it may not necessarily be because they are hesitant to do
so, but rather because they themselves are not reaily arvare of it*
or are partially responsible for it.

In the local Committee to Free Angela Davis referred to earlier, a
number of acts of chauvinism revolved around a young white woman
who had just joined the Party. In one instance this woman said,
jokingly: "I'm going to start a commune." She ffrst turned to a young
white man and said, "You'll do the cooking." She next turned to a
young Black woman and stated:'And you'll do the cleaning." The
Black woman had played an active role in the Committee, but this
was the last meeting she ever attended.

On another occasion plans were made to run a fund-raising party.
A pub had ibeen offered for the occasion, and a white man said he
ryould go to look it over. Then a Black committee member-noting
that he had had considerable experience in evaluating halls for move-
ment fund-raising events-volunteered to go with the white member.
No comment was made when the white man said he would go, but
when the Black man volunteered, the white \ryoman said: "Oh, that
Bob, he knows the inside and outside of bars!" In this one sentence,
she converted the Black man from the dedicated activist he is in
reality into an age-old stereotype created by racist media.

In a third incident, a Black woman volunteered to serve on the
publicity committee (which was responsible for leaflets and letters
as well as press releases). The white woman told her tfiere were
enough people on the committee already-herself and another white
woman. The Black woman was ffrm: she had a job and a small child
and it was difficult for her to get out, but publicity was something
she could work on at home. The white woman remained adamant:
there were enough people on the publicity committee, the Black
woman should serve elsewhere. At this point, other whites present
(including a few comrades) began to pressure the Black woman to
serve on the entertainment committee and line up the singers and
musicians. In short, another old stereotype had been introduced:
whites should do the thinking while Blacks provide the singing and
the dancing. The Black member refused.
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This Black woman also stopped working with the Committee. How-

ever, this incident and the others related here must be seen only as

very obvious reflections of deep patterns of chauvinism in the com-
mittee-as the tip of the iceberg.)

Other blatant acts of chauvinism on the part of this white woman

included an Amos and Andy-type imitation, and shocking disrespect

of an older Black woman comrade who was not present (and does not

function in this local Committee).

A Pattern Of Resistarce

In a subsequent Party meeting of this all-white grouP: one comrade

gave a report on some of these acts of chauvinism, and stressed that
i stnrggle against white chauvinism was central to rebuilding the

CommItltee, .ihot" activities were at a low point. This comrade made

it clear that discussion of these particular acts was only a starting
point, since chauvinism in the Committee had certainly not been

limited to one person.
Some of the comrades present reacted to the rePort in a most

positive manner, and entered into the struggle in a serious, meaning-

iul way. Othors, howeoer, initiated a pattern of renstanae to th-e strug'
gle ogainst uikite chanoinism that eoerrtually ooershadaused in im'
portaice aoen thp original aats of chauoinimt themselnes.' 

This resistance began when a few comrades denounced "the way"

the question of chauvinism had been raised-complaining that-it was
*too -shaqp," 

etc. They then exp,ressed their {eep sympathlfor the

comrade ;/ho h"d been guilty of blatant acts of chauvinism. Through-
out the course of prolonged'discussions, none of these few comrades

ever mentioned how the Black people who were grossly insulted

might have felt. This was, of course, nothing-less-tr"" l reflection of

,ooth", old racist stereotype, that is: *Theg dont have the same kind
of feelings use have."

These 
-comrades' 

resistance to recOgnizing their own chauvinism

took a number of forms. While it seems quite obvious that the infu-
ences of racism in this society are pervasive-and that when tthere

is no struggle, chauvinism is going unchallenged-these comrades

ofiered by implication an opposite -point 
of view.

One of them said, for example, that a Black woman (one o{ those

no longer attending Committee meetings) "it ,ury- outspoken' If
someone says something chauvinist, she answers it." According to
this train of thought, it is the Black peson who must take the initia-
tive in this strug[le*and if the Black person does not, that is 

-proo!
positive that no c[auvinism existsl ('\Mhen Black people say nothing,"
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said a Black comrade, commenting on this attitude, 'it's because they
feel it's no use.")

It was mandatory that these comrades frankly discuss their chau-
vinism with the Black activists who had been insulted. But they show-
ed no desire to do this, If anything, their only interest in discussing
this vrith tle Black people was in the illusion that they could elicit
assurance fiat they had not been chauvinist. (One cornrade, for ex-
ample, demanded to lnow if the acts under discussion were chauvin-
ist in context"-that is, if the Black person doesnt feel that a *joke"

based on a racial stereotype is chauvinist, then is it really chauvinist?)
Before these Party meetings were held, il one of these comrades

was asked why a particular Black person no longer attended meetings,
it was her custom to answer: "He has problems." Only she never saw
chauvinism as the problemt

During the series of.Party discussions, these comrades continued to
exprery this same point of view, giving reason after reason why vari-
ous Black members had stopped coming to meetings. One person's
grandmother had died, another went away weekends (although
eommittee meetings were held in mid-week), and so on-every reason
except white chauvinisml

One comrade even went so far as to assert that one of the Black
women members no longer participated because of ideological dif-
ferences." But one does not leave a united front commitfee because
of ideological differences. A united front is based, on difierences.

Further, this comrade implied that the Black member left the Com,
mittee because of ideological difierences with Party posinons. This
is something he could not assess-because his own positions were not
those of the Party. More to the poin! since this Party member con-
sidered his own differences with Party positions permissible, how
coul-d he deny this same privilege to someone who d:d, not beloig
to the Party?

This small gloup of eomrades, who resisted not only the struggle
against white chauvinism but Party positions on many basic questions,
did not see that it was thet oun ideological differences with the
Party that created problems in the united front, and led to loss of
non-Party activists (white as well as Black).
*Necessatg 

Qutckly To Raise Their Und,erstanilingl

It is necessary quicHy to raise their [young white comrades] under-
standing of racism. It is necessary to raise their resistance and
immunity to enemy ideology. (Gus Hall, Racism.. . , p. lZ.)
Surely no oomrade disagregs with the abgve gtatenlenJ bI Gus Hall
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-at least not in the abstract. However, in a real life situation, such

as the one discussed in this article, there are a few comrades who in
practice do disagree. Such comrades urge that criticism be withheld
o" dilrrted to the point of meaninglessness because it involves "a new
comrade."

Every efiort must be made to present criticism in a way that is urt-
derstandable to the comrade most directly concerned. It should be

ofiered within an ideological framework and related to the struggle
in which the comrade is involved (this can also help counteract tend-
encies to view the criticism as something "personal"). Individual dis-
cussion with a comrade prior to a formal meeting can also be veqy

helpful (but should not be regarded as a substitute for a formal
meeting).

However, the criticism itself cannot be "scaled down" to meet the
level of a person new to the Party. Instead, the aim should be to
present it in such a way that the comrade rises to meet the level re-

luired in the struggle. This is indeed how eomrades growt (It's also

fiapfU to keep in mind that when Black peopJe come to meetings and

sedwhites behave in a chauvinist manner, they are not likely to ex-

cuse it on the grounds that, "Well, they havent been around l*9.")
Further, doesnt the act of ioining the Party in itself entail certain

standards of conduct? Is it permissible for the Party to allow either a
new or an old member to crassly lower Party standards-without
challenge? Should those in our ranks most infuen-ced-by chauvinism

be perriitted to determine the pace and level of t{e ffght against it?

The hesitation to carry on serious discussions with young comrades

is often based on the fear that we will'1ose them." But as Comrade

Hall stresses in his report on raeism: *Without such an ideological

struggle, we cannot hold these youth in the Party. . . ." (P. 12.)

*The Way lt Was Robeit'

Vehement obiection to "the way it was raised" was the slogan under

which a few comrades carried on their resistance to the struggle

against white chauvinism in the situation discussed here. Once these

c6mrades had gone on record-in and out of _meetings-in _opposition
to "the way'' the question of chauvinism had been raised, virtually
all their efi-orts *ere focrrsed on justifying this resPonse. In fact, these

comrades developed a pattern of factional activity against the com-

rade who raised the quistion of chauvinism in an attempt to lsolate

her. It is possible that this factionalism was not carried out on a

conscious lZvel. Howeoer, to my krcu:ladge, this is the first time thm

faAionat tendencies haoe merged wi,th rusistance to the struggle
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against white chanoinism,
What shocked those comrades who so vehemently protested the

report on chauvinism was not the speciffc acts of chauvinism de-
scribed; each of these eomrades had personally witnessed some or all
of these acts-but apparently without realizing any chauvinism was
involved. What they objected to was not the acts themselves, but
that they had been identiffed as acts of chauvinism.

Despite the fact that they had apparently not recognized the chau-
vinism in these acts, at an early stage of the ideological struggle
these comrades glibly stated, "Oh, yes, it was chauvinism"-and thin
went on to attack "the way it was raised."

One of these comrades claimed there had been "unity" among the
comrades involved in this defense work before the report on chau-
vinism and now there was "&sunity." How, he was challenged, can
there be unity around chauvinism? What kind of "unity" exisis when
Black people leave a committee because of white chauvinism?

The obvious implications of this comrade's remarla are that strug-
gle against white chauvinism disunites and, that whatever happens,
the way to unity is to say nothing and let white chauvinism continue
to seep in. But as Comrade Hall states in his report, "Enemy ideology
responds only to struggle. With each day without struggle the pene-
tration increases." (P. 12.)

The offensive against the alleged "way" the matter had been raised
was simply a subterfuge to conceal resistance to the substance of
what was raised. Those who clainvd the matter hail rwt been raiseil*correctly" cleafly d.emonstrated by their prolonged resistonce that
they didnit want it raised at all.

In a meeting with these comrades, a Black Communist leader made
a penetrating contribution on the meaning of the struggle against
racism. He then assured the comrades that if the Party group had
included Black as well as white members, the original report on
chauvinism would have been *tltee timps as sharp."

Problems In Coalition Work

When there is no ffght on chauvinism in a defense committee, not
only the feelings of Black and Brown activists are being ignored; it's
a safe bet that their views are receiving the same treaknent. And
when such methods are carried over into coalition activities, the
results are apt to be even more blatant than when the sifuation is
'hidden" within one committee. For instance, because the Party bore
the main brunt of McCarthyism, it faces a much greater "missing
generation' problem than mass organizations which have recently
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emerged. This means that young comrades are sometimes predomi-
nantly in the leadership of local defense committees, while the com-
munity leaders they approach for coalition activities are generally in
the 'missing generation," in the 35- to S0-year age range. And many
of these community leaders are Black, Puerto Rican or Chieano.

If white comrades are not sensitive to the views of Black and
Brown members of a defense committee, they are not apt to show a
greater sensitivity to the opinions of Black and Brown eommunity
ffgures.-The 

Committee to Free Angela Davis discussed in this article did
valuable work in helping to forrr a coalition based on freeing political
prisoners. The coalition included Black and Biown men and women,
community ffgures with mass ties. They made outstanding contribu-
tions to the coalition, both in terms of leadership and in carrying out
day-to-day tasks.

Yet the same few comrades who were indifierent to the views and

feelings of Black people in the defense committee were equally in-
difierent in their relations with these community ffgures. These in-
experienced comrades were under the illusion that because they were
members of the Communist Part/, they knew more ttran the older,
experienced people in the mass movement. Of course, this arrogant
attitude toward others-chauvinist in relation to Black and Brown
people-has nothing to do with being a Communist; it is the anti-
thesis of Marxism-Leninism.

When the coalition was confronted by a crisis situation, the reaction
of these comrades was pre-determined by their relations with Black
people in the defense committee: the acts of chauvinism in which
they had been involved had programrned them arrogantly to bypass

Black and Brown leadership within the coalition.
When this erisis occurred, these few comrades violated basic united

front principles by going ahead to impose their own personal desires

on the coalition; in fact, they scheduled a mass event without con-

sulting coalition leaders.
And not only did they violate united front principles; they also

violated democratic centralism. A Brown leader of the Parly met with
a committee of these comrades and reached agreement with them o,n

a decision to help repair damage done by their violation of the united
front. However, shortly after the meeting some of these comrades

proceeded to ignore the collective Party decision.- 
This chauvinist way of operating continued up to the point where

a community leader challenged what they had done. These comrades

had gone so far as to send out an announcement of the date of an
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actiom in the name of the coalition-although the coalition had not
even met to discuss the action itselfl Later these comrades went to a
3oa]iu9n meeting to try a9 g"a a conffrming vote for the action they
had alre-ady- announced. They were stoppei at that meeting only as
the result of the opposition of the community leader.

Ideological Vieus And, The United, Front
In defense work, the united front can also be violated in other

yays;_for instance by the introduction of materials advancing ideo-
logical positions.

And when such ideological materials are based on "super-revoru-
Uonal)r" ideas, as they have been in the recent period, ttii, pro*o-
tion by whites is in itself chauvinist. As comride Henry liinston
states in The Meaning of San Rafael:

. . . Harsh as it may sound, wlrlte rqdr-cals who engage in .tuper-
revolutionary" interp^retations.of san Rafael are in reiliiy 

"*pr"riirrgideological views irifuenced by some of the same charivinist man-
ifestations that have plagued the New Left since its inception.
(P. 18.)

The role of white radicals, Comrade Winston points out:

. : .- is ryt lo provide a _cheering section for genocide in the form
of .'revolutionary' suicide. Their role is to Join in building the
united front to end racism. They cannot me'et this responsiiritrtv
without rejecting all forms of *super-revolutionism" which resulis
in accommodation to rather than itnrggle against racism. (P. 8.)

But it is not only incorrect to introduce ideological materials con-
taining such ideas into a defense committee; it is inappropriate to
bring in ideological materials of any type-including those with which
we may agree.

A principle in defense work is that na particular ideological posi-
tion should be promoted by a defense committee, which is a united
front of people of varying ideologies who join together for one
purpose: to free political prisoners. Differences in a committee should
not be expressed over ideology as such; they are properly expressed
in different ideas as to the best tactics to use in the struggle. (This
can be a big enough probleml) A defense committee does not defend
a political prisoners ideology as such, but her or his right to haoe
these oi,eus-without being pexsecuted and prosecuted because of
them. A defense committee, in other words, is not a fomm for de-
bating tactics of the revolutionl

Communists working in a defense committee would no! for instance,
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ask the committee to sell Party literature. However, they are deftniteli
aeting in a proper and conslructive manner when they bring such

pr*pil"t i fn, Meaning of San Raf,el to the attention of individ-
iral iommittee members oin u p"rcorral basis. But within the formal

structure of a defenr" 
"o*rrrittee, 

Communists best express their
ideology by &e way they advocate certain proposals, or oPpose

others.

Other Probl,ems ln Defewe Wotk

For a prolonged period, there has been strong re-sistance by some

forces in'the p""r""-*or"ment to linking such vital issues as Black

liberation, uneinployment and poverly with the lght to en-d the war.

And Communisti hive played a leading role in the struggle to relate

these issues to the 6ght for peace in mass demonstrations, ete'

Now, however, thJre is some evidence of a need for a corollary

struggle. A few comrades in defense work have been reluetant to take

advi'itage of the opportunities now available for bringrng l:he issue

of freeiig Angela Davis and all politieal prisoners into the peace

*orr"m"rt; thly have, for instance, resisted or-ganizing- special eon-

tingents around pohtical prisoners in peace marches. In this resistance,

thely express thJ strong irfrret ce of conservatism, as well as 'tuper-
Leftist,t anarchist coniempt for mass action. The recent demonstra'

tion at Harrisburg dramatized the vital relationship between the ffght

for peace and thJdefense of politicll prisoners; now such an approach

*rrJt b" expanded upon in both the peace and defense movements.

Finally, a problem of long standing recurs from time to time in the

work of'somi committeesr that is, ipredominantly white group will
sometimes decide to focus its major efforts on the Black cunmunity

-thus abandoning the day-to-day struggle to draw white masses into

the ffght against 
-racism, ihe most basic responsibility of white radi-

cals.

A Misi,nterpretation of Past Problems

some older white comrades have allowed themselves to become

temporarily dulled in the struggle against white chauvinism by a

cornbination of factors. First, wlien a consistent struggle against chau-

vinism isn't carried on, One's reactions become less sensitive; one

becomes downright rusty.
In addition, some older white comrades are not taking the initiative

expected of them today because of a misinterpretation of prolJems in
the Party's struggle against white chauvinism in the early 50 s. They

re*ember this s'tiuggli as 'too sharp," and do not want to repeat old
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errors. Some young white comrades have also been inhibited from
moving assertively against chauvinism by what they have heard of the
50's.

But what was wrong_ in the 50's was not a question of "sharpness.,,
How can one convey the seriousness of chauvinist behavior ofpene-
trate resistance without sharpness? But that sharpness should not be
allowed to take a subjective, inward direction. It must be an ideo-
logical sharpness, linked to mass struggle.

In the 50's the struggle against white chauvinism took place within
a context of developing McCarthfsm on the outside and Rightist
revisionism within the Party. There were also tendencies in the party
toward a one-sided sectarian reaction against revisionism. As a resuit
of these factors, the struggle against chauvinism tended to become
separated from mass struggle, furned inward.

Older white comrades can make a very special contribution to to-
days struggl". T!"y can help introduce a positive feature of the ffght
in the 50's: an alertness and sensitivity to chauvinist manifestatioars.
At the same time, by helping to keep the stress on ideology and
relationship to mass struggle, they can help guard against thJ'errors
in the 50 s, when the emphasis often tended to be on administrative
steps rather than ideology and struggle.

In this way, we can draw upon the Party's great experience and
contributions in the skuggle against racism-and in so doing add to
them.

In the course of struggling_to win freedom for Comrade Angela,
we can lay the basis for building a mass defense movement to free
all political prisone_rs and-prevent new frameups-and make a great
contribution to building the Communist Party.

Non: rs the time for citizens ,, ,rrr"rrrlrlfllSiffirt:Tr:::'^:)
airmen to stand ffrm in defense of their humanity and morality and
the honor of our country against the uncivilized commands to con-
tinue the killing and destruction.

Nws is tho time by telephone, by telegrarn, by letter and petition;
by delegations to Washington, to your Senator, to your Congressman;
to your local newspaper editor; your union leader, your clergyman-
in your shop, your club in neighborhood meetings, in mass meetings.

Mobolize the millions to SPEAK OUT AND ACT NOW to stop the
bombings, ffx an immediate date to withdraw all U.S. armed forces
frorn vietnam and all Indochina, resume the paris talks to end the
war now.
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The 15th fongress of the

fommunist Party of lreland*
The 15th Congress of the Communist Party of Ireland was held in

Belfast on October 16-17, against a background of exploding bombs,
gunffre on the streets by British troops and the trundling arival of
more military reinforcements from Britain - including, ominously
enough, the 22nd Special Service Regiment, experts in counter-
insurgency operations and the psychological torhring of prisoners.

The Congress however met in a calm atnosphere. It was marked
by the predominance of young delegates. It was also a great inter-
national occasion in the life of our Party because of the Presence
of fratemal delegations from the Communist parties of the Soviet
Union, Britain, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Denmar\ the
German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, France,
Italy and the USA.

I
The Congresses of our Party seem to have the knack of coinciding

with historic commemorative dates. Nineteen months ago, ttrere was
held the Special Unity Congress for the reconstihrtion of the Com-
munist Party of Ireland. Formed in 1938, the party during the period
of World War II divided into two parties, the Communist Party of
Northern Ireland and the Irish Workers' Party in the Republic of
Ireland. There were a number of reasons for that development: tte
conditions generated by the partition of the island into two states;

the involvement of one state, as part of the United Kingdom, in the
war, and the existence of neutrality in the other state.

The reconstitution of one united Communist ParV of all of lreland
was an important political and organizational achievemen! coming
signiffcantly a few weela before the centenary of the birth of that great
revolutionary ftgure, V. I. Lenin.

The 15th Congress was so named because despite the difficulties
of the existence of two parties, nevertheless over the years, the Irish

*'This article is reprinted from the Feibruary, 1972 issue of the Wodil
Marniet Retsieut. Michael O'Riordan is Seeretary of the National Executive
Committee, Communist Party of Ireland.
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Communist movement retained at all times its political unity and con-
tinued the num,bering of its Congresses since the foundation one
of 1988.

The 15th Congress again coincided with another historic anniver-
sary, the signing on December 6, 1921 of the Anglo-Irish Treaty in
which, arisrug out of a preceding ffvo-year period of revolg mass
resistancg nrral and urban guerrilla warfare, the British were forced
to give a degree of political indepondence to the major portion of
Ireland. However, in order to obstruct the achievement of fuIl liber-
ation, London set out to implement a divisive plan now well }noudr
as 'The Partition of Ireland."

lfrus there came into being two states:

-The Republic of belnnd, (populatio,n of 2.9 million) which since
1921, by unilateral legislative acts, has increased its degree of political
freedom, but this has been, and is becoming more so, inhibited by
strong British monopoly capitalist domination of the economy. the
"Irish" banks are part and parcel of the British banking system, and
likewise most of the manufacturing industries, commercial concems
and insurance coqporations are owned by the British.

-Northern lrelnnd., with its population of 1.5 million, in the North-
East part of the island, was retained by Britain as part of its United
Kingdom. It was given a local parliament called "stormont" from the
name of the place where it is located. This parliament has only Iimited
local poweriand is completely subject to the British Parliament and
Government.

-Supposedly 
acting on the princrple of $ving a national minority

who professed the Protestant religion the protective rights of British
citizenship, the London Governmen! by the diabolical use of the
device of partition not only split the island in twq but by incoqporat-
ing in the Northern Ireland state a third of the population who were
Catholics and who desired to be citizens in one united Irish statg
they cunningly cultivated division also in the North.

Thus the members_of_the national majority became a minority in
the artiffcial state which was created in Northern Ireland. Tlere
their position was used to divide Protestant and Catholic membens
of the yorloqg pJopJ" from each other. Sectarian fears and passions
were infarned. The Catholic minority in the North were discriminated
again_st T empJoy:nen! and electoral constituencies were gerry-
mandered in order to give govemmental power, on both a state and
Iocal level, to the Unionist Party, an appendage of the British
Tory Party, and representative of the big landowning and indushial
elements.
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This state of afiairs has been resented by the majority of the people
of the whole of the island, and resisted by the minority within
Northern Ireland by many forms of struggle, abstention from elections

-and when elected-by boyeott or obstruetion within the Stormont
Parliament, by shuggles of civil disobedienee and non-cooperation,
and even by outbursts of armed force by some sections.

Having, over the centuries, instigated division between Protestant
and Catholic and having created the state structure to aggravate it,
the British have maintained with typical imperialist hypocrisy that
bitterness and tension was a feature peculiar to the Irish people,
which of course the British decried(l). As was stated in the intro-
duction to the Main Political Resolution at the CPI Congress, that
while the tactic of *divide and conquer" may have been invented by
Caesar, it had not disappeared with the passing of ancient Rome.
On the contrary, it has been perfected and brought to a ffne art by
the modern imperialists. Division was not a problem caused by Irish
temperaments, it is the outcome of a technique of modern capitalism
and imperialism which ffnds application in countries like Cyprus
with its age-old history, in Canada with its comparatively recent
history, and in the sophisticated soeiety of the largest of the capitalist
powers, the USA. Turk against Greek, English against French speak-
ing, white against Black, and in our own country Protestant against
Catholic-and vice-versa, of course, in all eases.

Meeting 50 years after the physical division of Ireland into two
states, the Irish Communists characterized the outcome of the pulpose
of this British action, which was to enable it to continue its rule
in the North, and to strengthen its neo-colonial domination in the
South. "Both states," said the Political Resolution, 'have been con-
tinually plagued with high unemployment, emigration, inadequate
housing, low living standards and retarded economic development.
After 50 years' existence, both states are monuments of failure to,
on'the one hand, the policy of Northern dependence on Britain,
and on the other, to indirect 2&County (i.e. Republie of Ireland)
dependence."

This is so because the North is but in fact an underdeveloped part
of the British economic scene in whtch unemployment is always
higher than in any part of the United Kingdom.' (At present 8.8 per
cent of the insured working population are without jobs, with the
percentage of males being 10.5 and women 6.0; the degree of the
discrimination against the minority can be seen in the percentage for
.Catholic areas, viz., Strabane 263 per cent, Dungannon 19.4 per cent
and Derry which has 18.0 per cent unemployed. )
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In the Republic of Ireland, the unemployment rate is 7 per cent
which is almost a constant ffgure there. Here it is relieved by a

somewhat higher degree of emigration in search of wor'k to Britain
and the USA. The failure to build a better job-giving economy has

arisen from the unwillingness of the bourgeois government to chal-
lenge the British monopoly domination, and by not doing what many
Iater independent states did by taking over control of the banking
system, heavy industry and other vital sectors of the economy by
means of state companies.

II
The 50th anniversary of the Anglo-Irish Treaty which factually

divided Ireland is not being celebrated in orrr country; the half a

century of the British "settlement" of the Irish question is being
marked instead by an escalating situation of violence in which rnany
lives are being lost, in which British soldiers have even shot down
women in the streets, thousands have been forced to leave burning
homes, people subiected in the streets and in their homes to baton-
ings and to C.S. gassing by the British troops, and the detention of
500 without trial, under the most brutal conditions.

Why this sharpening deterioration in the situation, now, in the
50th year of Anglo-Irish "peace"? Throughout the entire period, of
course, the situation has never been normal. In the chronic condi-
tions of unemployment and bad housing the Unionist Party Gov-
ernment in its deliberate attempt to split the working people granted
soma privileges to the Protestant section of the working people. When-
ever the danger arose, for them, of Protestant-Catholic unity being
establishecl, the government callously encouraged and organized po-
groms against the Catholic working people.

This was the situation up to four years ago when the Civil Rights
Association was set up to organize both the Catholic and Protestant
sections of the people for a democratic change. A unity was estab-

lished which terriffed the Unionist Government whose own mono-
lithic structure was split for the ffrst time, between those who wanted
to immediately crush the nerv united movement, and others whose

similar alarm was tempered by the knowledge that over the 50 years

changes had taken place in the balance of forces in the world.
British imperialism itself was in a crisis. Most of its once mighty

empire was gone, it was contempating ioining the Common Market,
and yet at the same time ensuring that Ireland remained a safe

and secure place for British investment and market for its goods.

(The Republic of Ireland, alone, ranks as the third biggest buyer of

I

I
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British products after the USA and West Germany.) In the prepara-
tory streamlining of her economy, prior to ioining the EEC, Britain
set out to combine the economy of the two states in Ireland, and to
encourage, not a uniffcation of the people, but of the capitalists,
on both sides of the border. The two Prime Ministers were encour-
aged to meet for the fust time in the history of the two states, to
make a businessmant agreement in the interests of the businessmen
of the two areas, and of the British businessmen most of all, who
anyway owned most of the businesses they but managed. Britain,
while still trying to maintain its ffrm gnp on the whole of lreland,
by po.rtition, at the same time wanted to bring the island os ona
unit tnto the Common Market. Herein lay a contradictory problem
for them.

Side by side with the schemes of the British, there was the agi-
tation of the Civil Rights Movement which, as mentioned, split
the forces of the Unionist governrnent. The Civil Rights Movement
was met by repression in the streets, and it replied with resistance
in the streets. In the fferceness of the campaign the political con-
sciousness of the people developed, moving from the demand for
elementary civil and democratic rights to the challenging of the
whole political and economic role of British imperialism in Ireland.
fu the Political Resolution of the 15th Congress of Irish Communists
said: "In the new political sifuation caused by the tremendous re-
sistance of the anti-Unionst forces to increased repression, the issues
of democraey, national independence and socialist ideas have been
elevated to a higher level. The anti-Unionist forces have the energy
and strength and, given correct political leadership and ideas, can
replace the present Unionist administration by an alternative."

In this manner was proiected the strategy of the Communists. We
recognize that the present political situation contains great dangers,
even the possibility of civil war, but Communists in Ireland do not
advocate civil war, rat-her is it our aim to promote civil unity, and
to establish neither a Protestant nor a Catholic supremacy, but to
establish the leading role and supremacy of the Irish working class.
Dangers there are in the present situation, but at the same time there
open up greater possiblities than ever before for the people of lrelancl.
These possibilities could be realized through the building of a peo-
plet alliance simultaneously in the two states and in Ireland as a
whole. Such an alliance would lay the basis, ffrst for an united opposi-
tion, and later for alternative governments to the Unionist one at
Stormont and the bourgeois one of the Republic of Ireland. Thus, the
perspective is the ffght for the election of two progressive governments,
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in which there would be, for the ffrst time in Ireland, two govern-
ments with similar democratic and anti-monopoly programs, which
would bring about an entirely new situation in which the structural
problems of forming one progressive government for the whole of
Ireland would be tackled in a fraternal and peaceful manner.

What would be the platform of such a People's Alliance?
The ftrst, and maior, point would be the ffght against entry into

the Common Market of either of the two states. In the Republic of
Ireland it will be necessary to hold a referendum on this question, as

articles in the Rome Treaty confict with the Constitution of fiat state.
Northern Ireland's citizens will have no say in the matter as their fate
will be decided, as part of the United Kingdom, by the British Gov-
ernrnent. The conditions t-herefore demand the maximum unity in the
ffght against the EEC by the peoples of the two states along with
the-British people.

The integration of Ireland into the Common Market would be a
national disaster adding the exploitation of the huge European monop-
olies as extra burdens to be borne by the Irish people. It would commit
the whole country to an imperialist war alliance; it would force the
abandonment of the Republic's policy of neutrality; accelerate the
already high unemployment in the North, force the closing down of
many industries in the South, an esHmated 20 per cent increase in
food prices, and the virtual elimination of the small farmer. In the
main sector of our economy, i.e., agriculture, there would be not only
depopulation of the countryside, but an actual exodus from the island
itself because there is no alternative employment to which a surplus
rural population could move to.

It is not without signiffcance that on many of the bullet-markecl
walls of the Catholic ghettos can be read the slogans which proclaim

-*EEC-NO!" Equally signiffcant is the fact that more and more of
the Protestant workers, srnall farmers, ffsherman and small business-
men are coming out against the Common Market. Thus in the midst
of all the division there is the common denominator which creates the
basis for united action, for a unity that would be basically anti-
imperialist.

Other common demands would be the development of our natural
resources by the state and the setting up of new state industries; the
division of large estates and cattle ranches amongst the landless and
small farmers, with government incentives including provision of
machinery, seed fertilizer and stock on favorable terms for cooperative
farming; public ownership of inland ffsheries and the equipping of
our sea ftsheries with the most modern boats and plants for processing
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together with training schemes for crews, process workers and market-
ing stafi; intensive development of rural industries using local raw
miterials, where possible, including food processing, a pharmaceutical
and chemical industry, with extra investments in Irish-speaking areas

of the country to help maintain traditional communities; the-protec-
tion of the small and-self-employed businessman and the prohibition
of foreign-owned supermarkets.

III
Meeting in Congress the Irish Communists examined the present

situation iot only in the context of Ireland itself, but in the light 
-of

the causes of the declining position of British imperialism in the

world system of monopoly capitalism over the last 50 years. The

N{ain Political Resolution pointed out that this world system was itself
in a state of crisis, which- had been caused by the intensiffcation of
contradictions between the capitalist powers themselves; by the sweeP

of the national liberation stmggles; the upsurge by the workers in
the capitalist countries, "and by the increasingly proven superiority
of the socialist countries-of which the ffrst and most powerful is the

Soviet Union."
The system of imperialism-the source of all Ireland's troubles-is

weakening. In all capitalist lands unemployment is increasing, infa-
tion is spreading, and even the USA, the mightiest of all the imperial-
ist statei, is experiencing a crisis of the once almighty dollar. It was

recognized that as the system of imperialism was being defeated in
the ffeld, it was resorting increasingly to an ideological ofiensive
against socialism, mainly in the form of anti-Sovietism, and tc at-
ternpts to divide the working people by encouraging racial, political
and religious sectarianism.

"The ever existing class struggle between Capital and Labor," and

Resolution stated, *is being fought out in every capitalist country' On
a global scale it is taking place between the forces of world socialism
and world capitalism. The former has already altered the whole bal-
ance of world forces by its ascendancy and provides an example and
a material base for the anti-imperialist forces. This is accelerating the
inevitable decline of imperialism and creates favorable conditions for
the Irish people to advance to full freedom."

That small countries like Ireland are no longer alone or helpless

at the mercy of imperialism is illustrated by the examples of coun-
tries like Vietnam, which, supported by the socialist countries and
an international solidarity campaign, is able to successfully with-
stand the aggression of the powerful USA. Likewise there is the
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example of the other small islands like Cuba, and the ability of places
like Cyprus, Malta and Iceland to take determined stands for their
rights. All thanks to the change in the world balance of forces which
will also enable the Irish people to win through to vietory.

ry
The Congress was deeply concerned about a serious wealmess in

the Irish struggle for natioual liberation, the existence of a gap be-
tween the national revolutionary forces and the labor movement. There
is a tendency in the former to ignore the great revolutionary potential
of the organized working class movement. In the latter there is a strong
economist attitude which obscures the recognition of the role of im-
perialism in Ireland, and is inclined to fall into the trap that Irelandt
problems are internal.

The 15th Congress of the Communist Party of Ireland made a
rousing call to the Irish labor movement to recognize the emergence,
once again, of the national question, this time in conditions where
British monopoly capitalism, though weakening in the overall con-
text of the international capitalist scene, is tightening its gnp over all
spheres of the Irish economy by means of the merger of ftnancial
coryorations, by industrial takeovers, large scale property purchases,
and by towing behind it the two parts of Ireland into that European
monopoly capitalist institution-the Common Market.

There is the vital need for the realization by the labor movement
of the leading role of the organized working class movement in the
struggle for national liberation. The present situation gives the Irish
labor movement, particularly in the Republic of Ireland, a great op-
portunity to advance the organized working class to its proper leading
position.

Though dominated economicalll, the Republic has the opportunity
to challenge the British domination of Ireland. It never had but
bourgeois governments who were not prepared to act in a suficiently
resolute manner to Britain, and the present Government, led by Prime
N{inister Jack Lynch, is in the weakest position of all because of its
joint commitment with Britain to ioin the Common Market. There-
fore, there exists the opportunity for the Labor Party, in the present
situation, to seize the political initiative by demanding the withdrawal
of the Republic's application for membership of the Common Market;
the cancellation of the present Anglo-Irish Free Trade Agreement,
not only as an act of political and economic pressure against Britain,
but also in order to protect the jobs of thousands of workers whose
livelihoods are being affected by its provisions, and by indicting the
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British Government internadonally, at the United Nations, for its
military and political conduct in the North of Ireland. Furthermore,
since religious and quasi-religious issues are being exploited to divide
the people North and South, there should,be the drafting of a secular
Irish Constitution in which the entire people of the island sould be
involved in discussion.

The Comriunist Party occupies a unique position in Irish politics,
It is the only working class political organization which exists on an
all-Ireland basis, as well as being the only political party which has
in its ranks people drawn from both the Protestant and Catholic
sections of the working pepole. It is also part of both the, as yet,
separated Irish labor movement and the national revolutionary libera-
tion forces.

The Party's roots in the organized working class movement were
shown by the presence of many delegates who are well known trade
union ffgures, at the level of rank and ftle committees, shop steward
organizations, trade councils, right up to the level of national trade
union center leadership.

An eloquent testimonial to the respect for the Party's ffght for na-
tional liberation was given by the presentation of two especially
hand-painted handkerchiefs bearing greetings to the Congress which
had been smuggled out of Long Kesh Internment Camp and from
Crumlin Road Prison. The greetings from the prisoners were two
completely independent and spontaneous messages.

The Congress met in an atmosphere of patriotic Irish anti-imperial-
ism. It was not however just an event of national character; the
presence of 13 fraternal delegations gave it also a deep internationalist
dimension. At the close of the Congress deep brotherly appreciation
was expressed at their attendance. It was pointed out that the ffght-
ing traditions of our people had a powerful internationalist content,
such as the activity of the Irish Section of the International Working-
men's fusociation; the militant struggle of the Irish Marxist patriot,
]ames Connolly, who fought against the imperialist war of 191418;
of James Larkin who championed the cause of the Soviet Republic in
its grim days of infancy, and of Frank Ryan, outstanding ffghter in
the international defense of the Spanish Republic. It was unanimously
agreed 'that if ever the day should come when we would be less
internationalist, that would be the sad day that we would,become less
Irish."

v
The ffght continues in lreland. What has been described as 'the
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oldest struggte for national liberation," goes on. It takes many forms,

suctr as the fight against going into the Common Market; the stren-gth-

ening of the powerful miss civil disobedience movement whose "no-

renf campaign has tied the Stormont Government in a knot; and the
active opposition against growing unemployment and redundancies.

The iommunist Party in fotn parts of the country has considerable
experience in the lattei struggle. It was foremost in the 1930s in Bel-

fast in combining the Catholic and Protestant workless into one pow-
er{ul movement that confronted the batons, bullets and armored cars

of the Unionist Government. In the Republic in the 50s, Communists

played the leading part in the agitation which resulted in the uniqye
-"l""Uot 

of a member of Parliament drawn from and representing the
unemployed.

Wt ote new vistas of struggle have opened up after the 15th

Congress. It is not a simple situation, however. In modern history,

Britiih imperialism standJ not only as one of the oldest imperialist
powers, ititands also as one of the craftiest and most cunning, which
Las created for the whole of the Irish people, in the 1970s, the most

complicated of problems. More and more, however, it is bein-g realized

that the Britain of 1972 is not the great imperial power of 50 years

ago. It is no longer quite as capable a-s it was a half-century ago of
piomoting civil war in the South, in order to frustrate the mass move-

inent for"independence and to ensure the continuance of its domina-

tion in Ireland with the cynical proscription of "an economy in English
lives."

Th6 previous Congress of Irish Communists, as mentioned, was

the corigress of '?arty unity." The 15th longr-ess_ 
has laid the basis

for "Peofle's Unity," [he weapon which will end the long domination
of imperialism in our countrY.
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Maoism in the Philippines*

Maoist Tac.tics

The splittism and extremism of the Maoists have done great dam-
age to the developing mass movement in the philippines precisely
when it was gat-hering momentum. In January-March igzo an outburst
of popular opposition to the police brutality, comrption, neo-colonial
subservience, and failure to solve worsening national problems on
the part of the Marcos administration resulted in huge dernonstrations
of 150,000 or more people in Manila and other cities, where "parlia-
ments of the streets" were organized. At the beginning these de*on-
strations were featured by a unity of Left, progressive and even con-
servative groups, and a unity body, the Movement for a Democratic
Philippines, took shape. The MDP had originally been set up earlier
with the aid of the MPKP as part of popular protest against the
fraud-ridden election of 1969, when Marcos had been re-elJcted. The
KM and the SDK, however, conspired to dominate the MDp and to
exclude the larger Left mass organizations. This was done by g"i"g
each chapter of the KM and SDK a separate name as if thly were
different organizations, with each claiming to be entitled to a repre-
sentative on the MDP council. In this maneuver the Maoists were
aided by Catholic student bodies associated with the Raul Manglapus
christian social Movement. By this means the Maoists and their
strange bedfellows attained an artiffcial 'maiority" on the MDp and
voted to isolate from it the MPKP, the MASAKA, the BRpF and
other groups. The upshot of this Maoist 'victory" was the withering
of the series of mass rallies to relatively insigniftcant gatherings, and
the failure to move fonvard to a large, nationwide mass movement.

Instead of building and solidifying a broad movement around prac-
tical and realizable demands, the Sison group stultifted its grlwth
with impossible, vague, way-out slogans like "Make Revolution in
Neo-Colonial Schools!" "Create Urban Liberated Areast" *Organize

Rebel Committeesl" (This without ever deffning what a 'tebel-com-
mittee" might be. ) Furtherrnore, in the demonstrations taking place
the KM, with the obvious assistance of planted provocateurs and of
lumpen hooligans, invariably pulled a minority of demonstrators away

*This is the second half of a two-part article. The first part appeared in
the April issue.
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to go on rampages of indiscriminate car-burning and overturning of

taxis, smashing of store windows, looting of vendor stands, beating
up of innoceni park attendants, and other exhibitions of 'tevolution-

"ry 
,iol"o"e' which, besides providing the excuse for police sup-

pression, tended to alienate middle-class and small business elements

that had had initial sympathy with the movement.

Tlte "New ?eopln's ArW"
A far more dangerous situation was brought about by the sison

groupt creation of a "New People's Army'' and by the "CPP-Mao

iho"ght" proclamation of "armed revolution." Ilaving advocated sur-

ror*dlng the city from the countryside but having only city-based

students to start with, the Maoists sought desperately for a "peasant

base" in order to put its doctrine into efiect. Embarking 9" t!.u armed

struggle they so ?agerly desired, they announced, "What little but
well-consolidated strength we may now have will grow bigger in a

series of waves in the long run, so long as we launch a protracted

armed struggle in the countryside.' However, the Maoist students

and universifi instructors had been spurned in 1967 by the organized

peasants whom they had approached (the mass base of the PKPJed

Hrrk movement). Consequently, they fell back upon the opportunist

step of establishing links with a band of rural outlaws.

fhi, *"t its background: in Pampanga province, in the aftermath

of the Huk struggle, a former Huk officer, Faustino del Mundo, who

went by the naril of Commander Sumulong, degenerated into gang-

sterism. In Angeles and surrounding towns, he set up a protection

racket (including 'hegotiating" contracts between peasant tenants

and landlords), and enlered into deals with both the ruling political
parties and the American military auth_orities on the big ailioining

i-1.S. Clark Field Airbase. Sumulong delivered votes via the gun to

the political parties, selling his services to the highest bidder, and

hail a "security" arrangement with the American military authorities

who allowed him to dominate the night club-brothel-gambling net-

work in Angeles frequented by American troops'

In the Philippine press and in imperialist news services, the Sumu-

long gang wai played up as the continuation of the Huk movement,

"rrJ 
S",r*itong and his lieutenant, Pedro Taruc (a cousin of the rene-

gade, Luis Taruc), went along with the hoax by holding _occasional

[r"ss "onferences 
in which they talked of revolution and agrarian

ieform. This treatment was part of reactionary propaganda to dis-

credit the genuine revolutionary forces. Actually, in his territory"
sumulong did strike-breaking and murdered PKP and MASAKA

supporters,
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An underling of Sumulon& a young peasant named Bernabe Bus_

calmo, who calls himself commander bante, quarreled with his chief
over the division of 'territory'' and loot and br-oke away with his own
Tu1 to_ opelate in ttre adjoining province of Tarlac. This province is
the bailiwick of the big landlord-fiolitician, Benigno Aquinoi, the same
man with cIA linls who had negotiated the surrender-of Luis Taruc.
Aquino subsequently had become governor of Tarlac and. then sen-
ator and is presently secretary-general of the Liberal party. Dante
entered into an alliance with Aquino firical of the comrpt iandlord-
dominated Philippine rural politicr, ,roi", which he deliiered votesin the ba*i,os and fended off encroachments by Sumulong (who
formed a similar alliance with Aquino's political enemies"in the
Marcos Nacionalista_Party administration), in exchange for which
Aquino gave paternal proiection to Dante'and his men]

.(In l970-sumulong surrendered to the Marcos government, a step
taken mainly to save himself from the murderoui political crossffre
in wligh all ruling political groups hired armed g*gi ur wefl as from
qeoplg's justice being meted out by pKpJed pr"tii*"r. After surren-
der,_ Sumulong betrayed Pedro Taruc to his death, to prevent his
hidden loot from being conftscated by his lieutenant. The rinreliability
o{ imperialist press reports from the phirippines is shown by the fact
that- this was published abroad as the death of the general secretary
of the PKPI)

In his endeavors to acquire a'peasant base,,, Sison-..Amado Guer-
rero" ffrst made contact_wittr sumulong, but that gangster wanted
to share his territory with no one. Finally it was trre ulna of com-
mander Dante with which sison made a link. The contact was ar-
ranged through none other than the clA-connected senator Benigno
Aquino. As a result of the deal, the towns and ba*i,os under lhe
feudalistic political control of Aquino became overnight the 'revo-
lutionary rural bases" of the 'New peoplet Army.,' hi exchange for
acc_epting an ideological parbrership with the 'Cpp-Mao Thought'
and agreeing to be its "Red sol&ers," Dante and his group obtained
ffnances, received arms from Aquino and other wealthy iontacts of
Sison, and received an enormous propaganda build-up by the KI\I,
through all the easy channels of publicity afforded to the Maoists.
commander Dante suddenly became a great guerrilla leader, a Fili-
pino Che Guevara, his name and picture carried on KM and SDK
demonstration placards and trumpeted in the press and on radio and
telwision. In the pact between Sison and Dante, Dante and eight
of his men were arbitrarily elevated to membership in the 23-man
'bentral committee" of the 'CPP-Mao Thought," as representing tLe
peasantry, all the rest being students ancl city intellectuals.
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Debaclc of the *New PeopVs ArW"
The 'New Peoplet Army" or NPA and its *revolutionary rural

bases" lasted for a little over a year under the wing of landlord-poli-
ticians in Tarlac. While there, under Sison's direction, the "Red sol-
diers" of Dante murdered a number of PKP members and terrorized
bamios along the Tarlac-Pampanga border where the PKP had had
roots for decades, compelling PKP partisan units in the surrounding
areas to take ffrst defensive and then punitive measures. At the same

time, in Manila and in the provinces, armed Maoists sought to terror-
ize and to carry out assassination attempts against PKP cadres and
members.

From 1969 onward Sison-'Arnado Guerrero" has claimed for the
NPA credit for the armed activities of partisan units of the PKP, in
Cenhal and Southern Luzon and in Manila. The reports that fre-
quently appear in the Hsinhua lVu:s on NPA actions (and that are
picked up in the radical press abroad) are fflled with incidents that
have nothing to do with the NPA.

In its general attitude toward the ordinary armed peasants in the
group of Dante, the PKP, however, has displayed patience and has

sought unity. The PKP has never condemned peasants for taking up
arms and resisting landlord or government abuses, recoguizing tLe
underlying honest spirit of rebellion against worsening agrarian con-

ditions and seeking only to channel it into disciplined, prudent and
responsible actions interrelated with the activity of the organized
masses. ,In contacting those in the NPA, PKP cadres and partisans
have praised their courage and determination and have warned them
against being misled into rash and dangerous situations and into
acts that bring harm upon the people. On several occasions when
government troops or police had cordoned Dante's men or placed
them in difficulties, the PKP partisans made attacls or diversions
that enabled the Dante forces to escape destruction.

Relations between Sisonb Maoist students and the armed peasants

were, in fact, not as close and comradely as the'.CPP-Mao Thought"
tried to make it seem. The right-hand man of Sison, Arturo Garcia,
who had also had the benefft of a visit to China, was assigned as the
"political commissar' of the NPA. His dogmatic imposition of "Mao
Thought" and his display of intellectual arrogance toward the rela-
tively unlettered young peasants, whom he taunted as 'ho read, no
write," aroused their anger. ConsequentlY, earlY in 1970 he was shot
and killed by his own bodyguards. Friction between the Sison group

and the peasant "Red soldiers" of the NPA cropped up repeatedly.
In the latter half of 1971 the Maoists suddenly ceased to play up
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commander Dante, and one of their own student members, victor
Corpus (who had been a cadet at the philippine Military Academy
in Baguio despite his KM conneetions), began to be projected as the
"guerrilla warfare expert" of the NpA.
_ 

Although sison and his *cpp-Mao Thought-NpA" have denounced
the PKP as advocating merely parliamentaiy struggle and have pro-
iected armed struggle as the only path to iollow,*their actions have
not matched treir words. Thus, in the election of rg6g, the Maoists
and NPA in Tarlac made a deal, through Aquino, to zupport tle
presidential candidacy of the Liberal rarty's sergio osm6n^a Jr., a
monrrmentally corrupt politician who took a blatantly pro-impeiialist
Iine-in-his campaign. For this they were paid 10,0150^p"ror.^In the
local elections of 1971 the Maoists again supported and campaigned
for Liberal Party candidates. How"*r, i., both 196g and rb7i the
PKP called for and carried out an absolute boycott of the elections,
stating that "we shall exert all-out efiorts to persuade the masses to
stay aw_ay from the polls, to express their rejection of the bourgeois
electoral process as a means to achieve basis reforms.,,

It did not take long 
-for the peasant masses to see through the

amateur revolutionism of the sison group, to grasp tle gap bJtrveen
their words and acuons, and to view them as upstart luveniles. Those
in Tarlac who had listened to their proclamationr ioon learned to
regret having done so.

The "rural bases" of the Sison group in Tarlac ended abruptly in
the latter part of 1970 when President Marcos, striking at his p'oliiical
rival, Aquino, launched a two-pronged operation in the area: a ruth-
less mil,tary campaign by government troops, and a political deal in
which the mayors and other politicians in the Tarlac towns were
bought off, transforming the support system of the NpA into suppres-
sive Barrio self-Defense units (BSDUs) patterned after the-en-
created guard system in the 'ttrategic hamlets- of south vietnam.
Even before this, however, the Maoists were ftnding the area unten-
able because of punitive action against their abuses taken by pKp
partisans.

Demoralized, the "CPP-Mao Thought' cadres (those who did not
run to the safe homes of well-to-do relaHves in Manila) and the'New
People's Army" fled from Tarlac and Central Luzon io the nortlern
province of Isabela, where they have attempted to set up a new
"revolutionary rural base.-

The flight of the'New People's Army" from Central Luzon is most
signiffcant. central Luzon is the strongest area of organized peasantry
in the Philippines, with a long history of revolutionary activity and
traditions. The PKPJed movement has remained rooted and acHve
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there despite decades of bloody suppression and of far more ruthless

and more saturating military campaigns than that which was con-

ducted in Tarlac in 1970. The Maoist failure there was due to their
rejection by the peasant masses.

In its propaganda, echoed in Hnnlrua Neus, the 'CPP-Mao

Thought' ["tlti"a to cover up its debacle, arising from opportunism,

extremism and antagonizing of the peasants, by claiming to have

"expanded'into Isabela. Their moving from place to place, however,

has nothing in common with revolutionary establishment and expan-

sion of mais bases but reflects the adventuristic and bankrupt "guer-

rilla foco" theory of Debray, which is contrary to Marxist-Leninist
concepts.

The Positi,on of the PKP

From 1967 to the beginning of 1971 the PKP refrained for the most

part from engaging in public polemics with the Maoist group, seeking

io 
"rr"orrr*ge 

unity of all sectors of the Left, including unity on vari'
ous issues with the Maoists, However, as Maoist activity degenerated

toward ClA-supported provocations, as the murder of PKP cadres was

both carried o"t and threatened, and as Philippine ruling eircles

increasingly utilized the Maoist 'tevolutionary threat'' as th9 excuse

for undertaking to suppress the mass movement as a whole, the PKP,

ear.ly in 1971, felt compelled to take the propaganda offensiv-e against

these adventurist extremists who were endangering or deliberately

sabotaging the national-democratic struggle.
Conirary to the Maoist lies, the PKP does not oppose armed strug-

gle nor does it evade employing it. In May 1967, two years before

liror, *"rrrfacfured his *New People's Army," the PKP issued its

Theses on tlw National Situation, approved by the plenum which
Sison shrank from attending. The Theses subiected the period of the

Huk struggle to review, severely criticized the Leftist-adventurist
mistakes and other errors of the Party leadership of that period that
had resulted in the defeat of the armed struggle, and put forward

a strategic and tactical line which called for the utilization of all
forms of struggle made appropriate by conditions to mobilize the

masses. Included was the creation of partisan units built on the sur-

viving skeleton of the Huk organizations that had never actually
been dissolved.

Sison-'Amado Guerrero," the PKP states:

. . . declares the armed struggle as the only m,eans of-liberation
and condemns as 'revisionist" lfie use of other forms of struggle.

He has turned the gun into a fetish and degradeil Marxism-Lenin-
iSm tO the level of a cowboy ideology. Guerrero and his running
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dogs bark at the wrong tree w_hen they assail our party as denying
the necessrty of armedstruggle. Never dtd il"p"rty'r"u i"to tn"
Sernsteinian heresy. Our party has _-waged an armed struggle, itwtges an armed struggle, and it will wige an armed strriile'on
a larg-er sc_ale when -oLyecuve conditions'sh"[ ;i;;;: iv;?;""t
fgTg !T-91""i!-ry.str.uggte as a substitut" oi""*"a-st*ggi;
but we consider it to be a means of hastening the developmeni"of
objective conditions . . .

It is not armed s.truCgle oerws parliamentary skuggle lthat isthe issuel, but whether-.irmed strufgle i; th;;Iy ;-y? Jr'" ,uro_
lyFofry Party should learn to 

"o*6i-nu 
brth];;, 

"i'rt "nnf". 
O"this issue, as in others, we.sfa_nd-ftrmly on,the teachings 3f"M"o,

Engels and Lenin. We uphotd ttre prilcipt;;{;;Ui;"; partia_
mentary and armed 

-s.truggle; the eiact combinaUon a"p?riai- rf
course, on the prevailing-political situation.

Partisan units had been set up by the pl(p wherever possible.
"Guided-by our Party,_these partisanunits have gainJ ttJi"rp""t
and conftdence of people in many banios; they ar"e the chief instru-
ments. of the qgople to obtain revorutionary justice and to protect
them from bandit gangs lnd,puppet troops. tinlike the NpA, ho:wever,
they prefer to strike with tht least faniare and ffght with the min-
i3y* p"Urcity, except in those instances when tf,e prominence of
their targets attracts unsolicited attention in the bourglois pr"rr.-

P-qtoI"g out that forms of legal and parliamentar! stru^ggle had
enabled the PI(P to recover from its militiry setback and to"fielp re-
build the mass movement, incruding the originar Kabataang Maka-
bayan, the PKP asserts:

, Parliamentary struggle does not mean putting up candidates for
elective positions in order to transform &e natur6 of neo-colonial
government It simply means laying stress on utilizing and broad_
e.ning yhltever democratic righri aie avairabre. st i6; d"-o*t""-
!g11, tea{teteering, factory gate agitation, etc., fo"*'prrt oi tn"
parliamentary stouggle.

-[In our circumsi-ances] parliamentary struggle is not a methodof capturing state powei ind smashing tlr" ?Id ,t"t"-*r"lirr". rt
i,s q.erely a tectrnique of _breaking the" pa*y's irol"tio"- 

""a cor-
ctucting revolutionary_ work under extreme conditions of illegality.
: . .. O.,, Parg has,ahvays maintained that, in the iUitlppi""'"orr_
text, armed struggle is an indispensabre aspect of ,"ioirtioo"ry
strategy. . . .

we do not entertain the ilusion that_ the neo-colonial ruling
classes in the Philinpines wil ever give 

"p 
tlreir powl;;;6;rtl"t"',

peacefullv. The seizLe of power ci" 
";r'y 

b;-;5**pr"ili',i,-"gr,
a1 alned.uqrising. B-ut we reiect the uniialectical6;;ir-t#'.r*r-
eo struggle is tlte only way.'fumed struggle is doomed to certain
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failure without popular support, and in bqflding populq support
we must utilize-ofher formi of struggle allowed by real circum-
stances.

In our assessment of the existing balance of forces, the time for a
strategic ofiensive has yet to come. We arq still at the stage of
prepaiation and the main form of struggle is legal or parliamentary
itruggle. The principal tasks are the politicalization and o_rganiza'
tion-of the maises, including the most backward sectors who up to
now constitute the vast majority. The armed struggle must be
waged even today but it occupies a secondary and subordinate
rold in relation to the parliamentary struggle. fu the revolutionary
process develops, however, the armed struggle will steadily gain
importance until objective conditions shall dictate that it be adopt-
ed as the main form. ("Marxism-Leninism and Revolutionary Quix-
otism," Ang Konatnista, February 1971.)

Maoism and. lmperinlist T ac'ttcs

The most illuminating and most menacing aspect of the whole
Maoist phenomenon in the Philippines is the manner in which it has

been exploited by American imperialism and its neo-colonial allies.

Aside from the splittist weapon that they handed to the class enemy,

the Maoists and their activities provide the most convenient excuse

for suppressing the Filipino mass movement as a whole.

In August 197L the Marcos administration accused the Maoists of
a bombing outrage against a Liberal Party election rally in Manila
(which had all the earmarks of having been engineered by ruIing
elements themselves) and used this excuse to suspend the writ of
habeas corpus and to begin arresting people on the Left. Producing
evidence of Maoist linla with Aquino and other wealthy politicians
and groups on the Right, Marcos proclaimed a "Maoist threat of arm-
ed rebellion to overthrow the governmento in order to move against
both the Right and Left opposition and to attempt assuming dictatorial
powers, including the imposition of martial law.

A few Maoist members of the KM and SDK were arrested in Manila.
Detained but unharmed, they were made the center of maximum
publicity and of solicitous aid from anti-Marcos politicians. 

-several
produced statements desired by Marcos, admitting NPA and *CPP-

Mao Thought" connections with Liberal Party and anti-Marcos Na-

cionalista politicians, which strengthened steps toward martial law.

In the Central Luzon area, howevel, innumerable cadres and members

of the genuine Left were seized, torhrred and killed without any

official announcement or publicity.

On September 7, 1971 the national president of the MASAKA,
Pablo Santos, wrote a letter to the Manila press "on behaU of the
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peasantry of Central Luzon who are now bearing the brunt of the
suspension of the writ of habeas corpus by president Marcos.' wrote
Santos:

. . . It is not surprising that the ffrst ones in central Luzon who
were su,mmarily round"{ -rp after the presidential proclamation
were militant memb.ers. of MASAKA, sptrp (samahan-g progresibo
ng.Kababaaihang Filipino, or progreisive League of Fiiipino wom-en), ard MPKP.... Despite-Marcos'craim-that rro oiu is beingpicked-up-in the provinc&, that so far o"iv fo"rt"""-riu* u""i
arrested, that the Maoists are his only target, *r"r"t" 

""aUUe,qerpetrated by his flscist agents make him , ioo, liar. so-fai, more
than ten known militant peasant leaders hav-e been conffrmed ar-rested in Central Luzon Lranded ..communists,, 

and :.r**L"r, of
*e Peoplet Liberation Army- allegedty frurd",l tv 6o*-rrra",
Diwa [partisans guided p{ th; pKpf *r"lud ,nJ toftrrJ"Uy ,trtugoons out to extract information." Add to these the countless
others .wh9 are- iust reported "missing" by their lamilies. 

-what 
isworse is that there is a complete ,eis blackout in the provinces

and these abuses never see |rint. rte i"ait"tiL.-rr"""'r"rr. rn"
s-uspension of the r,vrit of habeas corpus is merely onu ,t"p to*rrd,the imposition of martial law, towird , t"iJ'"fr*pdl1i." or, ,Itorms of peaceful struggle for meaningful change. '

It has become incre-asingly crear that these moves are part of an
imperialist policy of shifting from a facade of democrati"^ pro""rr",
in the Philippines to the clamping down of dictatorial *ll,-in orde,
to cope with mounting unrest and the spread of popular organization
and protest. It is_part, indeed, of the geieral patteri of :ari?rlrrtiorr,,
proclaimed by the Nixon administraEon, whiich has at its core the
employment of native f_asgist groups to replace tle overi pi"r"rr""
of American armies and basesl A 

-bitter 
siuggle for powei-within

the ruling groups, aided and encouraged bv tL-u cIA ;d other im-perialist agencies backing favored eleirents, is occurring within this
development. The PKP stands apart from i! organizing -l"rr", outside
the corrupt and unrepresentative neo-coroniaf politils; the 

-Maoists,

despite their ultra-Left propaganda, have entangled themselves in the
bourgeois power struggle.

whether or not Sison and his group have rearized that they are
serving the interests of the cIA and its allies, their personal thirst forpower, fo-r publicity, and for romantic adventurist actions have made
them perfect dupes of the ruthless forces that manipulate the ambi-
tious and the unsc'.-.pulous. To say that the pekinf Maoists do not
comprehend the pattern of events in the philippine"s 

""J 
th; 

"onr"-(Conti,rued on p.ge 56.)

IDEAS IN OUR TIME
HERBENT APTHEKER

Aqqression, Hepression and Anti-f,ommrnism

On St. Patricr-s Day in 1948, President Truman said: "The United

states has ,become the principal protector of the free world. To carry

out that responsibility we must haintain our strength;milityY, eco-

nomic and inoral. . . We must not be con{used about the issue

which confronts the world today. . . . It is tyranny and freedom' ' ' '

And even worse, communism denies the very existence of God' ' ' '
This threat to our lirberty and our faith must be faced by each

one of us."
In those phrases was the rationale adopted by Washington for its

cold war poti"y aiming at the containmenl and-if p-os.sibl_e;the "roll-

back' of Jociaiism, rep"lacing Britain and France and the Netherlands

as the dominant impiriahsl power in the Mid-East, in Asia and in

Africa, achieving domination-over the economies of westem Europe

and ]apan and Ionftrming the mastery with a Pax Americana to last,

hop"?oily, long enough t6 merit the iitle of t1,e "American Century,"

in the phrase of Henry Luce.
Tro*'art's demagogy'was accepted as reality, by $e ac-ademic and

intellectual apologrii for the cold war as refected in the writings,

for example, if lithrt Schlesinger, Jr., Sidney Hogk, P"{d Riesman,

Alan N6vins, Peter Viereck, Jr*"t Burnham, Louis Hacker, and

Reinhold Niebuhr. Those who- exposed the Cold War for what it
was, at the time, sufiered every-form of persecution,- viliffcation,

slander and hardship; and the professorial lackeys of the- racist

monopolists fflled moit of the newipapers and magazines and lecture

halls 
^anil 

book-stalls and radio piograms with highly-paid "expla-

nations" of The Vital Center and of Heresy Yes and Conspiracy No

and of how yesterday's robber barons had- really 1be9n, 
all- the time,

Industrial SiatesmerU and of the manifest delights of People's

Capitalism.
Washingtofs policy-to establish world ]regepony b{ Y'S' imperial-

ism-was fiorrdio fail becurrse it appeared in the era of the increasing

senility of that system and its replacement by socialism; the question

was how to hasten the failure and how to minimize its costs-espe-

cially, in the latter regard, how to avoid the catastrophe of World

4l
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[at. ff fh1-syslem erected to rbulrvark the policy_from Trumanl)octrine to Marshall plan, to massive retariation io brinrananship
t9 the Bay of Pigs to the |ohnson-Mann doctrine to cambodia's ribera-tiol and the "great regard" for yahya Khan-from NATO to cENTo
to SEATO jo Mylli; that system Iies in ruins, condemned by world
opinion and an embarrassment even to its creators.

The result is a new generation of historians and a new kind of
li*:-tl:*r*g. Il i: posl-cotd war and anti-cotd war. Five years ago
Schlesinger the Little alre.ady pleaded that enough *rr' 

"oo.rgi,but its power is so g-eat thal ei,en he has 
"*o,rnZ"a 

t " *u, pr"-
i:if in suggesting that the revisers cease and desist. In the pages
:ol 

this_pagazine we have from time to time eafled attention to tf,isNew History; and we d9 so- again for now the post-McCarthy
generation of historians are tuming their attention with |reat efiective-
ness to the roots of the ahocioui foreign poricy *hici t u, 

"lrur""-terized Washington since the end of thi Secona World War.

"'l 
trfo essay attention wilr be focussed on two examples of anti-

cold war history-writing. one is the book by Anthan freoharis, of
Yt,qXT:,-Yf ve11ty, 

I 
e e ds- of_Re-pr ession : i rumon and the O rrgrrrs

oly"yr*o,yfsrn,(Quadrangle B_ooks, Chicago, 197I, Z3g nf., $6.5S;.'rhe second is that_by Richard M. Freerand, of the uiiversity of
Massachusetts, The Trumnn Doctrine and. the origins o1 uicirtny*m
(K"opfl New YorI(, tWZ,4tg pp., $I0).

s$*

^ 
H1*g in mind l9r"pt, McCarthy, professor Theoharis writes: ..The

Senator and the Administration difiered not so much over ends as

:l::,:_:T,l_and emphasis." The body of his book shows thai given
substanHally the same ends, however, Truman s means *ou"I ir-
e-xorlrbly in the direction soon to be taken by Mccarthv. tu* i,
this book is the text of a memo to Truman rr.ri s""r"trry-'J o"fuor"
Ja,mes Forrestal, dated May-26,1948, asserting that in rriJ"i"* w*raWar III was highly gr*d: (meaning then] against the USSR as amain adversary) 1,d that the oo" 

"h"*rce 
of "preventing -ii-was 

tomaintain an overwheping3ight and to see to ii that thii .hdequate
force [was] applied in sufici6nt time"-a forerunner o,f-th" id"u ofpreventive war that 

_yT^ to gain a considerable number of highly_
placed advocates,by lg50 (0r,1 SS).

with the end of 1g47, 'ihetoricar anti-communism was centrar tothe Truman Administratiods political posture . . . the standard forjudging every policy.5rroposai put foih became th" d{;; of itsanti-communist thrusf (114). The result was defense of"fascism inspain and Portugal, forcibly instituting fascism in Greece and trying
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to shore up colonialism from Indochina to Mozambique. Finally one

had from top officials in the Truman entourage this kind of nazi
garbage-the speaker is Attorney General McGrath, April 19, 19.50:

There are today many Communists in America. They are every-
where-in factories, offices, butcher shops, on street corners, in p1i-
vate business-and each carries in himielf the germs of death for
society. . . . This Godless tyranny of Communi-sm will always be

" *"r1""" to the internal set,rrity of the United States so long as

Communist dictatorships *enacL the peace and security of-the
world. . . .Th"y are busy at work-undermining your Government,
plottins to desiroy the liberties of every citi2en, and feverishly
fryirrg,"in whatevei way they can, to aid tire Soviet Union (136). '

As for the latter, the Soviet Union, Truman had reached the stage,
May, L947, where he would declare that Soviet leaders "understand
one language, force, and that is the Ianguage they are going to get
from this point" (41). It was this poshrlate and the practice of diplo-
macy-open and covert-based upon it which marked the fundamental
nature of the Truman shift from the stance of Roosevelt. The latter
was symbolized by Yalta, whose rationale, as Professor Theoharis
points out, held "that a negotiated settlement with the Soviet Union
was possible and that the development of mutual trust was the best
means to a just and lasting peace" (70). This does not mean, of
course, that in the basic historic and strategic sense the differenees
between FDR and Truman were signiftcant; they were not, for both
were heads of an imperialist government. But it does mean that the
tactics preferred and largely pursued by FDR were quite difierent
frorn those favored and employed by Truman; that is a difference
which no discoveries of this or that particular secret cable or letter
can alter.o

A weaLrness in the Theoharis volume is its verbal acceptance of the
idea that anti-Communism as enunciated by the Administration re-
flected majority public opinion. At times, his own writing contradiets
this; thus: "More striking, until the Korean War public opinion polls
showed popular anti-communism to be ambivalent and far less mili-
tant than it appeared to be" (10). What the author means to say

*The N.Y. Times, March 27, !972, gave great space to "a revelation"
provided by Professor F. L. I"owenheim of Rice University consisting of a
secret cable from FDR to Churchill agreeing w th the latter's suggestion
of a "tough" stance towards the USSR; the cable was sent a week before
Roosevelt died. It is "a revelation" only for those people who ever doubted
the class position and allegiance of FDR; it does not alter the fact that
the tactical posture of FDR was symbolized by Yalta and that the wrecking
of Yalta was a deliberatn act of the Truman administration. As Elliott
Roosevelt said in 1946: ". . . it was the United ,States and Great Britain
who first shook the mailed fist, who first abrogated the collective decisions."
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here is that it was mnde to appear to be, for the commercial media
did not merely report in this instancg of, course, but deliberately
exaggerated and calculatedly concocted. As a matter of fact, the re-
sults of opinion polls that form an appendix of the Theoharis volume
show that in February 1951, 61 per cent of Americans who expressed
an opinion were in favor of U.S. withdrawal from all Korea, and E2
per cent as contrasted with 28 per cent of those who stated their
opinions were opposed to the idea of a u.s. military intervention in
Itall tg prevent the prospect of a Communist victory in elections. In-
deed, these polls showed that back in 1947 when Truman commenced
U.S. intervention in Greece, of the g0 per eent expressing any opinion,
58 per cent opposed such intervention. Three years la--ter of ihe gS

per cent expressing a viewpoint as to whether or not the USSR
wanted war with the U.S., 50 per cent thought she did not. Finally,
in 1951, of the 89 per cent expressing an ofinion, 50 per cent heid
that involvement by the united states in the affairs of Korea in any
way was a mistake.

These data run so counter to the very widely repeated idea of the
"popularity" of anti-Communism that ihey seem irot to have been
assimilated- even by Professor Theoharis, though they appear, as I,ve
stated, in his own volume. Those data are Jr g."*t sifniffcance in
understanding the compulsion felt by the Tmman AXministration
(and later administrations) to pursue the path of Iegar and extra-
legal _repression and persecution which ffnally eventuaied in what is
called Mccarthyism- since the connection between the aggressive
foreign policy and the resort to repression at home is a funiimental
theme of Theoharis'volume, the failure to understand the basically
unpopular character of that foreign policy and its rationalization
detracts from the Iogical structure of tt e book itself.

The Theoharis book sufiers, too, in its failure to mention-ret alone
evaluate-the signiffcance of racism in U.s. govemment policy, both
abroad and at home. It omits also any serrse if the very ionsiderable
resistance that existed against the Truman policies; this tends to
give the account of the 'iepression" which forms the very title of
the volume a certain 

_abstract quality. withal, the book is part of
the developing anti-cold war hiitoriography and as such 

"ooiribrt",towards the vital efiort to change ihe- direction of postwar u.s.
foreign policy.o

--*.$, earli_er book by Theoharis also contributes to this end: The yalta
Myths: An rssue in u.s. politics, 1945-r9b5 (university Jt wtirroo"i r"u"r,
coEmbia' 19!Q); a fu1l,9r_examinatioa, more concerned-witt tt" aipio*."y,is D.iane S.. Clemens, falta (Oxford University prers, tt.w-i*f.,-i9ZO),
another of the anti-Cold 'War books.

REPRESSION AND .f,NTI.COMMUNISM

The Freeland book is almost twice as long as that by Theoharis
but deals with only half as long a period. It conffnes itself to the three
years, 194&1948, and within that period, as its subtitle indicates,
concerns itself with "Foreign Policy, Domestic Politics and Internal
Security." It is a careful, exhaustive and signiffcant work. We sum-
marize the book, in the ffrst place, and largely in the words of the
author himself. It argues that "the emotional and political forces
and the patterns of belief-what in aggregate might be called the
Cold War Consensus' [only very partially achieved, as I have pointed
out earlier-H.A.]-were aroused and these pattems of belief de.
veloped . . . as the result of a deliberate and highly organized effort
by the Truman Administration in 1947-48 to mobilize support for
the program of economic assistance to Europe called the European
Recovery Program, or Marshall Plan" (5). The discerning reader will
catch the charged words in the above quotation-aroused, d.eoeloped,

deliberate and highly orgonized-affirming a consciously directed effort
which, as Freeland demonstrates, included the concoction of scares,
the dissemination of distortions and falsiffcations and the leaking of
untruths, all showing that the only thing unique about the current
"Pentagon Papers" is that Mr. Ellsberg patriotically decided to release
them while they were still relatively current.

The Truman Administration, bent upon establishing the hegemony
of U.S. capitalism over the world and therefore necessarily moving
towards cold war and the danger of a hot one, "represented to the
American people" that the consequent "collapse of the brave hopes
for the postwar world" was due to "Soviet betrayal and aggression."
Speciftcally, Washington attributed "the economic problems of west-
ern Europe" right after the war *to Soviet obstructionism and com-
munist subversion," which, of course, 'distorted fiese problems and
obscured the positive reasons for the Administration's advocacy of
aid programs"(9),

What were those "positive reasons"? Central among them, as Will
Clayton, the millionaire who served Truman as his Assistant,Secretary
of State for Economic Affairs, said in his blunt way: 'Let us admit
right off that our obiective has as its background the needs and inter-
ests of the people of the United States. We need markets-big markets-
in which to buy and sell." Or, in the words of Claytort's boss, Cordell
Hull, the policy of the U.S. government sought to assure it "a suprome
position in world ffnance, commerce and industry" (17, 18). Decep
tion being a basic method, world domination and exploitation the aim
and cold war the result, of course to "put this over" there was re-

5l
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quired an enorrnous propaganda efiort, a major dose of jingoism,
and the so-called 'loyalty-security" program, which, as Freeland
writes, meant "legal and economic restraints on enormous numbers
of people." (10)

U.S. policy sought to assure that eastern Europe 'would continue
to be the underdeveloped supplier of the powerful west European
economies" (21) and those economies, in turn, would be subjected to
U.S. domination; it meant persistent open and secret efiorts to move
west Europe to the Right politically, to encourage anti-Communism
especially in the trade unions and to build up a new anti-Soviet
bloc of nations in Europe; therefore, Washington always used "eco-
nomic assistance to promote the political interests of pro-American
elements" in Europe (ru, 56). Hence, economic aid 'became openly
a tool for consolidating America's geopolitical position at the onset
of what was to become the cold war" (57).

_ 
All_ this required not only the propaganda and the jingoism and

the "loyalty-security" program already mentioned; it required also
as a persistent thread an insistence upon the imminent peril facing
the nation from external 'Red" aggression and from internal ?ed;
subversion. To gej this program adopted, in other words, and to keep
it operative inside the United States, as Will Clayton wrote in a
memo of March 5, 1947, required that "the people of the United
States are shocked into" approving it; Senator Vandenberg, the chief
architect of the Republican Partyt participation in the Administra-
tiort's policy, told Truman that he would have to scare the hell out
of the country" (89).

It is within this context that Freeland shows the Truman Doctrine
and the Marshall Plan were fitted. Both were advertised as philan-
thropic acts having only democratic and freedomJoving inten! both
were in fact, as the author show_s, coldly-calculated devices seeking to
h_urt the USSR, to _prevent socialism elsewhere in Europe, to promote
U.S. economic and political domination in western Europe,- and to
provide the monopolists and ffnanciers inside the united States with
raw materials at attractive prices, with large and manipulated markets
for ffnished products and with enonnous opportunilies for the in-
vestnent of billions of dollars at fabulous proffts within a prostrated
Europe. Basic, too, especially h F" Truman Doctrine and its original
conce-ntration upoll Greece 

-and Jyrke/, was tlle underminin! of
British and, French power the Mid-East and the assuring of U.S.
control in that fantastically rich oil area.

,!s for scaring "the hell out of the country," the climax of that
undertaking came early in 1948 in a deliiberately concocted war scare
which from the President and his cabinet members down to the
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Alsop brothers and Reston of the New Yark Times tried to make the

a*uii"uo people believe that a Soviet attack and an internal Com-

munist uprising were imminent. All this despite the fact, as Freeland

documerrits, thi't those fanning the war scare knew that there were

no plans ior a Soviet attack"or a Communist uprising; that these

*"ri liu, made up out of whole cloth for the purpose- of making

politically possibl6 the implementing of a policy seeking .a Pax

i*"ri""i" iod a 'coordinafed' United States. It is within this con-

text, as the author points out, that anests and de-portation p.roceedings

*"r" b"grn againsf Communist and trade-union leaders, such as lrvlng

Potash, "CUo&" 
]ones, Charles Doy1e, Ferdinand C' Smith, John

Williamson, Beatiice iohnson, Betty Gannett and Harry Bridges

-*itt Truman and his Republican cohorts, notably the young_ and

ffercely ambitious Represeitative Richard Nixon,__ coming forth as

saviors of the nation. io fr"t, as Freeland writes, "the arrests_played

a major role in preparing the country psychologically. for the war

scare'of Ig4B" ani sdrvedL an "explicit and public combination with

the Presidentt campaign for nomination and election" (297, 298).

Of course, with ire-likes of Joseph McCarthy and Richard Nixon

around, the bemocratic AdminiitraUon was risking its political domin-

arr"e by uncorking the force of chauvinism, jingoism, and war hysteria;

and the likes of"Mccarthy and Nixon at once moved in with the

propaganda of ..twenty years -of trea-son" and the 'Yalta sell-out.'
iIt'r"J*. impossible to avoid the conclusion," Freeland writes (286),

"that the *"i scrr" of 1948 was yet another exercise in crisis politics

by the Truman Administration. This time, however,,the impact seems

to have been greater than was b,argained_for, for there were reportts

that both Tniman and Marshall *ere distressed by the extent of

public hysteria that was generated."' The result is concisely put by our other author, Theoharis; "AI-

though this [McCarthyite] critique- was simplistic, 
-conspiratorial 

at

its b"ase, and rather ileazily moralistic, it nonetheless neatly used

Administration rhetoric to condemn Administration policy. Through

its own rhetoric, the Truman Adrninistration had closed the vicious

circle on itself. All the McCarthyites had to do was chase around

it" (67). From then on out, it was a straight,line-so far as ruling
circies Lave been concemed-to the Smith and McCarran Acts and

persecutions, to the burning of the Rosenbergs, th9 llind-ing_of HeYy
fuinston, the cruciffxion of Korea, the frameup of Angela Davis, the

continuing atrocity of Viehram and the making real of Dr. Strangelove.

ooc

Freeland is correct when he remarks that the arrests of Communists
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in 1948 and 1949 were part of the war scare tactics and of the
politicking of Truman; but they were more than that. They uere
also on effort to silence the Communist leadership and mentbership
beco:u,se that _Party toos first and forcmost and most corwequential
in exp-osing the ac-tual charatter of the Trumon pokcA and, this prin-
cipled, atutouncenl,ent of the truth had o profound. effea upon miilions
of Americans and upon tens of millions abroad,, including Comnatnist
parties in the rest_of the uorld. The post-cold war historians may be,
in large part, academicians,but their ffndings are far from "academic',;
tl-rey 

-are 
important not only because the truth itself is important but

also becaus-e in exposing the imperialist reality of past 0.s. foreign
qolicy and laying bare the demagogy and deceit which accompani6d
that policy they are adding fuel to the intense fiscontent with and
distrust-of present u.s. foreign policy. The logic of their expos'res
is to induce a radical critique of the social ordei and to rogg"it *hat
is of course true, that, for exarnple, the monstrous vietnari-poricy of
washington Administrations represents not a mistake or an aBerration
but a reflection of the nature of the u.s. social order whose rulers
want_ and actively pursue such unspeakably foul policies.

All of this is further underlined by a fact that neither Theoharis
nor Freeland-nor any other of the non communist post-cold war
historians-have yet pointed out; namely, that the criiique of u.s.
fgreign policy w_hich they are now pubiishing represents'in essence
the content of what communists were saying t tni fi,me, cornmencing
in 1945-and for the saying of which, very largely, they were perse-
cuted, deported and imprisoned.

L- et us grve a few examples of what we mean. Here is an article
published inPoktioal Affaiis in February, lg46,by william Z. Foster.
Its theme is the dema_gogy of Trumafs poricy Lf "benevolence" in
folgign policy; comradL Foster continued-: ". . . the united states,
with its present economic and political set-up, is an imperialist
counhy . . . with the united states now deffnitely making a^bid for
world imperialist hegemony there are hardly any voices"outside of
the ranks of the communist Party that signarize this gross manifes-
tation of_imperialism for what it is" (gg-100). or, he; is the state-
ment of the National secretariat of the communist parly issued March
5, 1946-sparked by the'rron curtain" speeches of winston churchill
and Secretary of State Blanes:

The scheme for world domination comes right out of the circlesof the.big trusts, th_e huge monopolies in thE u"iilJ-st"i"J who
see a chance to use their einormous^power. . . . It is a plan to bolster
the rotten British imperial systern. i . . lt i" r[;;;;fi-ri"iJ*u to
save the capitalist system ai it heads into deeper crisei 

"r"toai"-
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tions and antagonisms . . , their whole outlo.ok is to impose- their

ii- i" the u1rld., including the sooiet unign, by 
-ooeruahelming

*|ilto* poaer baied. on thZ arcm bomb." (Political Affairs, Apri
1946; ilaiics in original. )

Here is Eugene Dennis, then General Secretary ol t" Party, de-

nouncing "the"expansionist and interventionist role of American im-

perialis# and sp6ling it out, as-for example: "In Germany, Arnerican

iolicv remains tir""i"d toward revising the Three-Povrer Potsdam

[gr"6"r""t, toward preventing de-naziffcation and the destruction of

GErmany's war pot6ntial ,". to restrict the scope and grants of

UNRRA . . . for'imposing America's will on other states, for main-

taining unilateral eoitrol 
-aod motopo]f by the U.rni]1d-States of the

manuf"acture and use of the atomic bomb. ." (Political Affai,rs'

Sentember 1946.)
bne could go on for many, many Pages-in fact, one should go on

and produce a'boot of readings- in the patty's analyses of U,rS'.foreign

potJy-but within the limits 
-ot a magazine article, we call attention

inly io one more example; this is the 
-statement ,*?{" by the Com-

*rrirt Pa*y in hearinls on thc Marshall Plan held by the House

Foreign Afiairs Committee, February 17, L948t

This legislation is not intended to bring about. an ecorromic

recovery i'r, Errop". On the contrary, it is an extension of the no
iorio"t'Tro*r, boctrine, a vital part of our Government's re-

u"Uoo"ru "Cold War" against the Sdviet Union' ' ' ' It is designed

i; il;t'"p the totterin"g capitalist system in Europe, to.halt the

*"i"h-of ihe peoples oT w-"tt"t, Eorope !oy,1rd locialism, and

underwrite thd dividends of American and West-European mo-

nonolists . . . it will accelerate the drive toward the establishment

of 'a full-fledged police state in the United States'

The Marshall Plan, the Party continued, in February, 1948, inten-

siffes the cold war against Eastern Europe; it seeks to undermine the

influence of the Comirunist Parties in Western Europe; it "delirberately

bypassed the machinery that was set up by the United Nations for

coilective efiorts to achieve economic recovery"; it seeks to restore

the German cartels; it gives priority to restoration of German might

in Europe; it undermines the sovereisntY of those nations that are to

participate in it; it seeks-to ke_ep such nalons e,conomically backward;
;the o6vious intent of the bill is to exclude the Soviet Union" from

it for it is framed in such a way that to participate would mean for
it to surrender Socialism. (Politinal Affairs, April 1948')
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_ The above paragraphs are an outline of the best of the revisionist
books on U.S.- foreign pollcy that have been appearing in the past
years-except that the Party's class analysis tends to be sfiarper 

"rd 
itt

concern with colonialism and raeism greater. I certainly do not say this
in order to embarrass anyone or ir order to say .we told you so.,'
I say this because it is true and elementary scholarship ,"qri"", ,o."
attention to such sources and data and'r say it alio tcause the
pioneering character,of tle profound analysij that issued from the
Parly and its Ieadership refelcts the Marxist-Leninist outlook which
is at the heart of that Party. That analysis has been ignored-or at
least not pubfcl/ acknorvledggd-by *oit r.horarrhip ii the united
states, even the best of it and it is past time that iuch shoddiness
and opportunism be overcome. Ignoring the Marxist-Leninist outlook
has cost this country very dear indJed-the bools under review
inadvertently_ show th3t -an{ rgnoring, that outlook or caricaturing
it has vitiated much of what has passJd as scholarship in the united
states in t!e- past thirty years. There are accumulatiirg signs that a
ch1ng3 in this-practice is coming; let it come-let it be Loright about
and then books such as these by Theoharis and Freelani will be
even better than they now are. The country will then have not
only better books*but hopefully this may herp induce a better
foreign policyl

Aplil 2, L972

(Cmtirureil from page 46.)

quences of their backing of siso-n would be inconceivable. They
demonstrate that they are prepared to bring about the destruction of
the Filipino mass movement and of the pKp vanguard, with a de-
noument not unlike the bloody Indonesian eventi of lg65, in the
effort to gain control over that movement

The PKP is determined to resist and to overcome the disastrous
c_ours-e of Filipino Maoism, to preserve the people's organizations in
the face of provocation and suppression, 

"rd 
to contiiue the anti-

imperialist, national-democratic ffght with the use of all appropriate
forms of struggle as the developing situation matures.

COMIUUNICATIONS
IOHN WITIJAMSON

Heply to "An 01d Header"

The September 197L issue of
Poli,ti,cal Afrairs only arrived in
Britain in the middle of Novem-
ber so this is the earliest possi-
bililty to reply to "An Old
Reader."

As stated in my article, "The
British Road to Socialism," in the
July 1971 Political, Afrairs, its
sole purpose, ln the circumstances
following the Labor Party electo-
ral debacle and the sharpening
class struggle, was to present "a
contrast between the ideas gov-
erning the Communist Bri,tish
Rool, to Socioli,sm and the Right-
wing Labor Build,ing a Sociali,st
Bri,tuin, with the hope that this
would "be helpful to Amerieans
following the British scene."

"An Old Reader" correctly rec-
ognizes that "there is no sugges-
tion that the British road to so-
cialism is necessarily the road to
socialism in the United States."
Each party's program is based on
its own history, relationship of
class forces and analyses of the
situation, anil I agree with both

-which is not at all contradic-
tory.

For the benefit of "An Old
Reader" (and remember mY ar-
ticle dealt primarily with con-
trasting the Communist Party
and Right-wing Labor Party pro-
grams on immediate struggle on

the background of these pro-
grams, and only summarized
briefly at the end in what ways
the B.ES "goes beyond what has
been dealt with"), let me make
clear that for Britain, and only
Britain, lhe Bri,ti,sh.Boad not only
says "it is in the best interests
of the working people . that
the mass struggle for politieal
power should be carried through
by peaceful means, without civil
lryar" and that this "will not be
simple to achieve."

But it goes on to state: "The
ruling elass will not easily sur-
render wealth and power. On the
contrary, it will strive by every
means, direct and indirect, con-
stitutional and unconstitutional.
to restrain and . break [the]
strength" of the mass movement.
It continues that "the working
class and popular movement will
need to be ready to use its organ-
ized strength to prevent or defeat
attempts at violence against it . . .

or other illegal actions by reac-
tionary forces at home or by
agents of their foreign allies.
There will be particular dangers
of such resort to force at critical
stages of the struggle. . . ."

The strength of "the Popular
movement, above all its working-
class core" and its "vigilance and
mass action" will "determine
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whether the verdict is accepted,
or whether in defense of their in-
terests, the capitalists resist by
force."

The fears of "An Old Reader"
that I misused the quotation from
Lenin are groundless. I refer him
to Lenin's Selected Worlcs (Inter-
national Publishers, New York),
Volume VIII, page 281, where it
is stated: "Opportunism means
sacrificing fundamental interests
in order to gain temporary and
partial advantages. That is the
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essence of the matter from the
standpoint of a theoretical defini-
tion of opportunism." Lenin was
not dealing with "opportunist re-
formist leaders," although his re-
marks would be clearly applicable.

How anything in my article
could give "the impression that
Lenin was against all struggles
for reforms" is mystifying. It is
contrary to everything connected
with my entire life and work as
a Co'rmunist.

IOSEPH GNAHAI\4

from a resolution presented to the
recent 20th Convention of the
CPUSA from the Northern Cali-
fornia District and referred to the
incoming Central Committee:

Equating the terms ..United
States" and "America" is not
simply a problem of semantics. It
is a political problem. . . to equate
the terms is an expression of gross
arrogance and national chauvin-
ism. It assumes that the U.S. has
hegemony over the entire Ameri-
can continent. The use of the
word "America" when referring to
the U.S. has deep and continuing
roots in U.S. imperialism and the
concept of manifest destiny. . . .

The term "Mexican-American,"
although used by a section of the
Chicano community, was formula-
ted by Anglos and is based upon
national chauvinism. The people of
Mexico have as much right to con-
sider themselves "Mexican-Ameri-
cans" as do the Chicano people in
the U.S. Although we do not pre-
tend to determine for the Chicano
community what they should call
themselves, we propose that our
Party adopt the term "Chicano,,
instead of "Mexican-American.,,

0n the Term "Mexican-American
I would like to call to the atten-

tion of your readers the unfortu-
nate typographical omission in the
article, "Chicano Workers-Their
Status and Struggles," that ap-
peared in the January, 1972 issue
of Political Affairs.

The last section of the article
headed "Jobs and Income" in-
cludes the term "Mexiean-Ameri-
car;-" a number of times. These
words should have been in quotes
as the term, in this context, was
taken from a U.S. government
study of the Chicano worker.

The reason I call this to your
attention is not to split hairs but
to deepen our understanding of
the nature of U.S. imperialism
and national chauvinism. U.S. im-
perialism has built up over the
years the acceptance of the term
"American" as synonymous with
the United States of America. So
we find it common practice to use
this term interchangeably even
within the Left. But I call your
attention to the following excerpt
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lhe New Hadicalism
Gil Green, in his book The New

Ral,i,cali,sm: Anarchist or Marfi-
ist?x, has made a valuable contri-
bution in the fight against anarch-
ist and ultra-Left trends in the
New Left movement. His stYle is
not only lively, which makes for
good reading, but he argues in a
reasoned way and his tone and
approach to the Youth are sYm-
pathetic but critical.

In a reeent article B. Ponomar-
ov, secretary of the Central Com-

mittee of the CPSU, while Point-
ing out the harmful influences of
the Trotskyites, Maoists and other
ultra-Left tendencies, also cited
the New Left movement as an ex-
ample of the Leftward shift in the
capitalist countries. He added that
"their general anti-imperialist di-
rection is evident. Failure to win
over this section of the mass
movement would amount to a
weakening of the anti-imperialist
struggle and a hampering of the
establishment of a single front
against monopoly." ("Theoretical
Problems of the World Revolution-
ary Process," Kornrnunist, No. 15,
1e71.)

Green states that the "massive
youth revolt that has been with
us for more than a decade is one
of the most remarkable phenomena

*GiI Green, The New Rad,icalism:
Anar chist or Mar*ist?, International
Publishers, New York, 1971, cloth
$6.95, paper $2.45.

WILIJAIVI WEINSTOM

of our times without historic Par-
allel. It is the young radicals who
deserve the credit for having bro-
ken through the stifling, comPla-
cent and conformrst mood of a
decade ago. They have confronted
the Establishment on a thousand
different fronts with a freshness,
vigor, imagination and audacity
beautiful to behold."

At the same time, he notes that
the new radicalism has lacked a
eonsistent world outlook and Per-
spective, whieh has become the
movement's greatest weakness.

"Without a correct ideologY," he

warns, "the immense vitalitY aud
potentiality will become diffuse
and dissipate." In recent Years,
anti-imperialist and revolutionary
consciousness has grown immense-
ly in the movement but it has also
"spun false theories which have
become a major obstacle to the
further advance of the movement."

There are not onlY anarchist
but also Trotskyite and Maoist
dangers in the New Left, as well
as anti-Communist, anti-Party and
anti-soviet trends. In my oPinion
there is need for a precise defini-
tion of "New Left" since, due to
the qualitative deepening of the
general crisis of caPitalism and
the utter decay and irrationality
of the system, a new anti-imPerial-
ist radicalism is spreading among:
the trade unions, among the Black
and other oppressed peoples,

$9
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among the women, the veterans
and other groups. While some of
these have common ideological fea-
tures with the student youth and
intellectuals, their outlook is va-
ried regarding Communism, the
Party and the socialist countries,
espeeially the Soviet Union.

The Nature of Anarchi,sm

Green eenters his discussion on
anarchism as the main shortcom-
ing of the movement. He carefully
analyzes the social and ideological
roots of the movement from both
international and U.S. experience.
Anarchism, he writes, is not new.
Its roots go back to the far past
and it is a recurring phenomenon,
arising "in periods of sharp social
tension and crisis and particularly
at times of rapid technological
change which radically alters peo-
ple's lives." It is also a reaction
to intensified repression.

It affects especially the middle
strata and the deelassed sections
of the population. Green quotes
Lenin to the effect that "capital-
ism increases the number of office
and professional workers with par-
ticular rapidity and makes a g:row-
ing demand for intellectuals.,, This
was written at the turn of the
century about a proeess which is
particularly pronounced today.
The intellectuals, wrote Lenin, oc-
cupy a transitory, unstable and
contradictory position, attaching
themselves partly to the bour-
geoisie by their connections, out-
Iook, etc., and partly to the wage
earners as "capitalism increasing-
ly deprives the intellectual of his
independent position and converts
hlm lnto a hired worker and
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threatens to lower his living
standard."

Moreover, Lenin noted the
tendency to become despair-
ing and "furious over the horrors
of capitalism," and this mood, says
Green, is "far more prevalent to-
day because the crisis of the sys-
tem is more severe." AIso, anarch-
ist trends are a reaction to the
collapse of liberalism and to the
opportunism of the Iabor move-
ment. Green quotes Lenin as say-
ing that "anarchism is a sort of
punishment for the opportunist
sins of the working class.,,

The main feature of anarchism
is individualism. Individualism is
the ideology of the bourgeoisie,
but anarchism is not its opposite
pole; it is only its radical variant.

The anarchists believe that the
salvation of mankind lies in each
human being taking his stand
against all forms of social author-
ity. It preaches that each person
must be an activist, must ..do his
own thing," for this is far more
important than aoting in aecord
with social theories, strategies or
concrete programs for social
change.

The "do your own thing,, sloganis not so revolutionary, writes
Green. It is nothing more than
pseudo-Leftist rhetoric for typical-ly classical bourgeois ideology.
IVhile Green sees the ,,baek io
nature" movement, the cult of
"dropping out,, and other such
ideas as a reaction to the decay
of capitalism, he sayg these wiilnot liberate the individual or
society.

The anarchist individualist phil-
osophy stresses the subjectivist
approach to social change. Anar_
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chists tend to seParate man as

subject and man as object. This is
wrong because "man is both sub-
ject to himself and obiect to
others. As men act consciouslY to-
gether they become a subjective
force capable of shaping objective
developments." The anarehists
have the notion, writes Green,
"that human will alone will decide

aII, irrespective of objective con-
ditions. This is known as volun-
tarism, the belief that one neeil
merely have the will to 'make' the
revolution and pronto it can be

done."
But this is not the case. Green

quotes the famous Passage of
Marx in the Ei,ghteenth Brum-
taire lhat man makes his own
history, but that he does not make
it out of the whole cloth but of
that which is available to him at
a given time. ContrarY to the
bourgeois ideologists, Marxism
emphatically recognizes the role
of the subjective factors in revo-
Iutionary change-the revolution-
ary initiative, energy antl will of
people, especiallY on the Part of
the working class antl its van-
guard whlch educates the masses
on the need of revolution and
plays the leading role in the PreP-
aration and carrying through of
revolution. But Marxism relates
the subjective to the objective
conditions and acts on the basis

of objective realities, which in the
last analysis are decisive in social

development. It is because Marx-
ists have been able to see the in-
terrrelationship of the subjective
and objective that theY have led

suecessful socialist revolutions'

The State
The book discusses the central
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diferenee between anarchism antl
Marxism-the question of the
state. The anarchists oppose the
state, including the socialist state
even as a transitional stage to the
eventual "withering away" of the
state under communism. Green
gives an account of the harm tlone

by the anarchists in Past revolu-
tions, including the counter-revo-
lutionary attemPt bY the auarcho-
Trotskyite POUM against the
Spanish people's government in
1937.

He stresses the need for a

strong working-class government

-a dictatorship of the proletariat

-to introduce socialism and he

cites the fact that "only where the
Communists holtl state Power is
the bourgeoisie being exProPri-
ated and a new socialist system
being built." He notes the weak-
nesses of socialist states but re-
jects the criticism bY the anar-
chists of a strong socialist state
as seeking to weaken and destroY
the socialist states, not to
strengthen them. And he writes
that the weaknesses' including
bureaucratic excesses, injustices'
cultism and mistakes, must be
viewed in historical PersPective,
taking into account the incredible
difficulties due to economic back-
wardness, civil war and world war
and the stresses and strain of a
world-wide struggle against im-
perialism.

Criticism of negative asPects

of socialist states is, of course,
permissible and necessary, but
this must be done within the con-
text of the total situation. Failure
to take this into consideration
leads to an overstress of the nega-
tive. This, unfortunatelY, is a
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shortcoming in the book, particu-
Iarly since it does not indicate the
tremendous historic achievements
of socialism, the decisive gains
in the material and spiritual well-
being of the people, the incompar-
able superiority of socialist dem-
ocracy, the abolition of a,ll nation-
al and racial oppression and other
achievements and the immense
aid to the national liberation
struggles, particularly Indochina.

In his chapter entitled ,,Violence,

Terrorism and Gr-lerrilla War-
fare," Green makes a superb con-
tribution. (This was issued prior
to the publication of the book as
a pamphlet entitled Terrori.sm-
Is It Reao:l,utionarg?) Here he
examines many false and one-
sided concepts in justification of
terrorism. His cogent and well-
rounded argumentation deserves
careful reading.

Role ol the Worhi.ng Cla,ss

The book effectively polemizes
against the anarchist theories of
Eldridge Cleaver, who regards
Marx and Engels as racists, not-
withstanding their historic strug-
gles against national and racial
oppression, particularly in the
United States. Cleaver also ac-
cepts the theory of the Russian
anarchist Bakunin that the lum-
penproletariat is the leading force
for revolutionary change. Green
defines the lumpenproletarian con-
dition as not only a state of ma-
terial deprivation and oppression
but also a state of mind which is
affected by divorce from gainful
labor and by a feeling of hope-
lessness over this condition, which
makes it impossible for the lum-
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pen elements to make or lead the
revolution. Only the working class

-white, Black, Brown, Yellow,
Red-can be the main social
agency for revolution, thanks to
its organization, discipline, class-
struggle experience, and openness
to socialist ideology.

The book points out that the
great majority of Black people are
workers. They are organizing
caucuses in behalf of their rights
and represent a militant section
of the general working-class
movement. Green explodes the
myth propagated by Marcuse-by
no means a Leftist view but a
bourgeois-liberal concept-that
capitalism has been able to over-
come economic crises. He also
attacks Marcuse's view, and that
of Eldridge Cleaver, that the
working calss has been integrated
by capitalism, that it has been
bribed and cannot be counted on
to perform a revolutionary role.

The working class has always
fought capitalist exploitation on
the level of its organized strength
and consciousness. In the special
period following World War II,
he points out, because of the rela-
tively long-term prosperity, the
scientific-technological revolution,
the rise of militarism and war,
and the granting of concessions to
large numbers (though by no
means all), the bourgeoisie and
the reactionary labor officialdom
were able to spread illusions
about the stability and advance-
ment of the conditions of the
working class.

But the system is in deep crisis
and militant struggle of the work-
ing class is mounting not only for
economig but also political de-
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mands, a'lthough it still lags peril-
ously in the fisht against racism.
There is a new radicalism arising
in labor ranks and Green ProPoses
a class-struggle program begin-
ning with the fight for Peace and
including a fight against the wage
freeze and other aspects of the
new antiJabor offensive, which he
foresaw. Key in the program is
the fight against racism.

"Old Left" anil "New Left"

A very interesting chaPter is
the author's eonstructive dialogue
with Staughton LYnd on questions

of strategy. There is also an im-
portant discussion on the inclis-
pensable need for leadershiP, and
for both centralized and local or-
ganization. Lynd, in a self-critical
article some time ago, expressed
the view that the "New Left" can
learn from the "Old Left" the les-
son of organization but that the
latter can learn the need for a

Movement, by which he meant an
organization based on socialist
ideology. He thought that the
"Old Left" was "sg611911igf,"-
that is, opportunistic. "We of
the 1960's have tended to be ad-
venturist and utopian," he wrote.

Green takes issue with this
criticism of the "Old Left," stat-
ing that there was PlentY of so-

eialist ideology spread in the thir-
ies and forties' But while ag:reeing
that there were "economist" in-
fluences, particularly in the latter
part of the Browder Period, he
points out that the unions were
not organized on a reformist ba-
sis. They were not "creatures"
of the Communist PartY but were
formed for the defense of their
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conditions, which under the cir-
cumstanees inevitably emphasized
economic demands. For the Com-
munist Party to have done other
than what it did would have been

to follow the sectarian polieies of
the Socialist Labor Party in try-
ing to form "Purer" socialist
unions.

He correctlY emPhasizes that
the motive force of historY is the
class struggle and that the danger
of opportunism in fighting for
reform alwaYs exists, due to the
pressures of the bourgeois
and petty-bourgeois environment.
These pressures must constantlY
be fought. It is imPossible to fight
imperialism without fighting its
agents in the ranks of labor. But
to curb opportunism and its influ-
ences it is necessary to fight for
l'eforms in a revolutionarY way-
that is, to struggle militantlY and
constantly to maintain and extend
gains, to raise the struggle from
the economic to the political level,
and to link immediate demands
and the goal of socialism in an

"integral and dynamic way."

On the Anti'MonoPolg Couli'tion

Green calls for electoral strug-
gles and argues effectively against
Leftist opponents of participation
in such struggles. SurPrisinglY,
however, he does not state the
need for a mass, indePendent
workers' and PeoPle's Party
(which he favors). He does state
that the existing movements must
be brought together "into one vast
unified independent political move-
ment." The obiective should be

"to coordinate ancl bring together
all the areas of discontent and
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protest into a mighty torrent of
struggle, iwhichl may not be a
movement for socialism at the
outset, but objectively . . . must
move in that direetion." He states,
citing Lenin, that "the summit
of revolution cannot be scaled in
one swift assault. Stopping-off
places, intermediary plateaus
(stages) are inevitable."

This view of the road to social-
ism, recognizing transitional
stages, is correct. It seems to me,
however, that it suffers in being
too general, or rather in stopping
short of giving the movement an
immediate strategic aim-that of
an anti-monopoly coalition. Evi-
dently this is because of his view,
stated in his concluding: pages,
that the intermediate stages to
socialism "cannot be seen in ad-
vanee. They are not visible from
afar."

But the building of a people's
coalition against the monopolies
is not a matter of the distant fu-
ture. It is a question for today.
Green sees the struggle to end the
war in Indochina as central. This
is correct. But every mass strug-
gle today, starting with the all-
important fight for peace, is a
component part of the fight
against the chief class enemy
which dominates the country-
monopoly capital and its govern-
mental power, which is responsi-
ble for the Indochina war and
other aggressions, for the threat
of world war, for miltarism,
poliee state oppression, the
intensification of racism, mass
unemployment and the eeonomic
offensive against the workers. To
unify these diverse struggles, to
develop mass consciousness of the
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nature of the common class en-
emy, to generate a movement lead-
ing toward the formation of a
mass people's anti-monopoly party

-such are the strategic aims
which grow out of present-day
struggles and which are central in
the New Program of the CPUSA.
The absence of this concept in the
book leads to a lack of necessary
concreteness in spelling out the
path of struggle.

The Partg

The book deals with the Com-
munist Party and in several
places it refers to the leading
role played by the Party in out-
standing struggles of the past.
But the discussion of the Party
as such is disappointingly brief.
It consists of two paragraphs and
it omits mention of the Young
Workers Liberation League en-
tirely. Green states the need of
a revolutionary vanguard and
writes that "as a long-time leader
of the Communist Party, it is the
author's opinion that it provides
the nucleus of such a revolution-
ary vanguard. He adds that "ob-
viously this is not the view
around which unity of the entire
Left is yet possible."

But to put it in this way is to
fail to bring forward the true
role of the Communist Party. As
a Marxist-Leninist party of the
working class, the Communist
Party is a vanguard, in fact the
only vanguard, notwithstanding
the fact that it does not at present
have political leadership of the
broad masses of workers. It as-
pires toward that goal and con-
scientiously strives to establish
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close relations with the workers
for whose immediate and ultimate
interests it fights.

The attainment of this goal is
a process and by no means a
smooth one. As William Z. Foster
wrote: "It is not a simple task
to build a mass Communist Party
in the heartland of world eapital-
ism." The Party is aware that it
is still relatively small but, as
Carl Davidson wrote in his criti-
cal article in the Guwd,iun on
the 20th National Convention, "it
remains a viable force on the
Left."

The Party seeks to work with
all Left forces-old and new-
and recognizes that it may be
possible to unite organizationally
in the future with other Left
forces into a single party based
on Marxism-Leninism. As the
Neru Program of the CPaSA
states: "We are certain that in
the course of common action, in
coordinated actions, in the ex-
change of views and experiences,
in the discussion of differences,
the basis can be laid for flrmer
unity. This in time may or may
not take the form of otganiza-
tional unity."

Since many in the New Left, as
Green indicates, do not recognize
the Party as either a nucleus or a
vanguard, it was essential for the
book to have indicated the ac-
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tivities and program of the Party
today and its increasing role and
prestige in the mass struggles of
the people, particularly among
the most oppressed as well as its
resolute defense of Marxism-
Leninism and proletarian inter-
nationalism.

Finally the book discusses the
divisions in the world Communist
movement. The book advocates
unity of the movement and ad-
vises against favoring one or an-
other socialist state. Undoubtedly
unity of the world movement is
imperative. But can one shut
one's eyes to the vicious attacks
against the Soviet Union by the
imperialists, revisionists, reform-
ists, bourgeois nationalists and
opportunists, both right and
"Left"? Is it not necessary to
point out that the Soviet Union is
the leading force in the fight
against imperialism and for peace
and socialism throughout the
world? Regrettably this is not said
in the book.

Despite these shortcomings the
book strikes hard blows at anar-
chism and for Marxism. It will
educate many of the New Left in
the art and politics of the strug-
gle for socialism. It is a welcome
book which should be read by the
Party and circulated widely among
the Left-old and new.
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